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Research on the automatic analysis of cryptographic protocols has so far concentrated on reachability properties, such as secrecy and authentication. In this paper, we prove that certain gametheoretic security properties, including balance for contract-signing protocols, can be decided in
a Dolev-Yao style model with a bounded number of sessions. The decision algorithm that we
develop is based on standard constraint-solving procedures, which, in the past, have successfully
been employed in tools for reachability properties. Our result thus paves the way for extending
these tools to deal with game-theoretic security properties.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Automatic analysis of cryptographic protocols has been studied intensively in the
recent past (see, e.g., [Comon and Shmatikov 2002; Meadows 2003] for an overview).
One of the central results of the area is that the security of cryptographic protocols
when analyzed with respect to a finite number of sessions, without a bound on the
message size, and in presence of the so-called Dolev-Yao intruder is decidable (see,
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e.g., [Rusinowitch and Turuani 2003; Amadio et al. 2002; Boreale 2001; Millen
and Shmatikov 2001]). Based on this result, fully automatic, industrial-strength
debugging tools (see, e.g., [Armando et al. 2005; Chevalier and Vigneron 2001;
Millen and Shmatikov 2001]) have been developed and successfully applied to find
flaws in published protocols (see, e.g., [Basin et al. 2003]). However, the mentioned
decidability result and the tools developed are restricted to security properties
such as authenticity and secrecy, which are reachability properties of the transition
system associated with a protocol: Is a state in which the intruder possesses a
certain secret, such as a session key, reachable? In contrast, crucial properties
required of contract-signing and related protocols (see, e.g., [Garay et al. 1999;
Asokan et al. 1998; Ben-Or et al. 1990; Zhou and Gollmann 1996]), for instance
abuse-freeness [Garay et al. 1999] and balance [Chadha et al. 2001], are properties
of the structure of the transition system associated with a protocol. Balance, for
instance, requires that in no stage of a protocol run the intruder (or a dishonest
party) has both a strategy to abort the run and a strategy to successfully complete
the run and thus obtain a valid contract.
The main goal of this paper is to show that the aforementioned decidability result extends in a natural way to branching properties, such as balance, and similar
properties of contract-signing protocols. In other words, the goal is to show that
these branching properties are decidable with respect to a finite number of sessions,
without a bound on the message size, and in presence of the so-called Dolev-Yao
intruder. Many of the tools described above employ so-called constraint solving procedures (see, e.g., [Millen and Shmatikov 2001; Chevalier and Vigneron 2001; Basin
et al. 2003]). A further goal is to demonstrate that constraint-solving procedures
are still useful in the broader context of game-theoretic properties.
The protocol and intruder model that we suggest to use is similar to a model proposed in [Chadha et al. 2001]; it contains different features important for contractsigning protocols, which are absent in the models for authentication and key exchange protocols referred to above. First, as in [Chadha et al. 2001], we model
write-protected channels which are not under the control of the intruder. For simplicity, in this paper we call these channels secure channels, although this notion
is also used in cryptography with a different meaning. Second, for protocols in our
model we explicitly define the induced transition systems. These transition systems
have infinitely many states and are infinitely branching, but have paths of bounded
length; they allow us to state crucial properties of contract-signing properties.
Our main result is that for the transition system induced by a cryptographic
protocol properties expressing the existence of certain strategies for the intruder
are decidable. We also show how to reduce balance to these properties, which then
implies that balance is decidable. For deciding the strategy properties, we develop a
constraint-based algorithm, which can be built on top of standard constraint-solving
procedures (see, e.g., [Millen and Shmatikov 2001; Chevalier and Vigneron 2001;
Basin et al. 2003] and references therein). As mentioned, such procedures have
successfully been employed for deciding reachability properties and proved to be a
good basis for practical implementations (see, e.g., [Chevalier and Vigneron 2001;
Millen and Shmatikov 2001; Corin and Etalle 2002; Basin et al. 2003; Armando et al.
2005]). Hence, our algorithm paves the way for extending existing implementations
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and tools for reachability properties to deal with game-theoretic security properties.
In a nutshell, our constraint-based algorithm works as follows: Given a protocol
along with a game-theoretic security property, first the algorithm guesses what we
call a symbolic branching structure. This structure represents a potential attack on
the protocol. In the second step of the algorithm, the symbolic branching structure
is turned into a constraint system. Then a standard constraint-solving procedure
is used to compute a finite sound and complete set of so-called simple constraint
systems. A simple constraint system in such a set represents a (possibly infinite) set
of solutions of the original constraint system and a sound and complete set of these
simple constraint systems represents the set of all solutions of the original constraint system. Finally it is checked whether (at least) one of the computed simple
constraint systems satisfies certain requirements. The first step as described above
is analogous to the first step in a constraint-based algorithm for checking reachability properties of cryptographic protocols, where an interleaving of the actions of
the individual principals is guessed.
There are some crucial differences of our constraint-based algorithm to algorithms
for reachability properties: First, for reachability properties only interleavings, i.e.,
linear structures, instead of branching structures, need to be guessed. Turning
these interleavings into constraint systems is immediate due to the absence of the
branching issue and the absence of secure channels. Second, and more importantly,
for reachability properties it suffices if the constraint solving procedure only returns
one simple constraint system, rather than a sound and complete set. Third, the
final step of our constraint-based algorithm—performing additional tests on the
simple constraint system—is not required for reachability properties.
We emphasize that even though for reachability properties it suffices if the
constraint solving procedure returns only one simple constraint system, standard
constraint solving procedures are typically capable of computing sound and complete sets of simple constraint systems. Any such procedure can be used by our
constraint-based algorithm as a black-box for solving constraint systems. This
makes it possible to extend existing implementations and tools for reachability
properties to deal with game-theoretic properties since the core of the algorithms—
solving constraint systems—remains the same, provided that the considered cryptographic primitives can be dealt with by the constraint solving procedure (see
Section 5).
Further Related Work. In several papers, contract-signing and related protocols
have been analyzed using finite-state model checkers (see, e.g., [Shmatikov and
Mitchell 2002; Kremer and Raskin 2002; Chadha et al. 2004]). Due to the restriction
to a finite state set, the Dolev-Yao intruder is, however, only approximated. A much
more detailed model has been considered by Chadha et al. [Chadha et al. 2001],
who analyzed the contract-signing protocol proposed by Garay, Jakobsson, and
MacKenzie (the GJM protocol) [Garay et al. 1999]. However, the analysis was
carried out by hand and without tool support. Our results show that the analysis
for the balance property carried out in [Chadha et al. 2001] can be fully automated
(given a specification of the protocol) without resorting to finite-state models as
done in previous works. In [Chadha et al. 2005], Chadha et al. study impossibility
results related to properties of contract-signing protocols.
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Drielsma and Mödersheim [Drielsma and Mödersheim 2004] apply an automatic
tool based on constraint solving originally intended for authentication and key
exchange protocols in the analysis of the Asokan-Shoup-Waidner (ASW) protocol
[Asokan et al. 1998]. Their analysis is, however, restricted to reachability properties
as branching properties cannot be handled by their tool. Also, secure channels are
not modeled explicitly in that paper.
As mentioned, the present paper is based on two extended abstracts, [Kähler et al.
2005] and [Kähler and Küsters 2005]. In [Kähler et al. 2005], the first decidability
result for branching time properties, as described above, was presented. However,
the decision procedure developed in [Kähler et al. 2005] only exploits the fact that
the size of attacks can be bounded, and hence, attacks of bounded size can be
guessed and checked. This is obviously unsuitable for practical implementations.
In [Kähler and Küsters 2005], the above mentioned constraint-based algorithm has
therefore been devised. In the present paper, this algorithm along with full proofs
is presented.
We note that probabilistic contract-signing and related protocols, such as the
probabilistic contract-signing protocol proposed in [Ben-Or et al. 1990], are out of
the scope of the work presented here. Analysis of such protocols is the focus of
the work in [Norman and Shmatikov 2006], in which a probabilistic finite model
checker is employed.
Structure of the Paper. In Section 2, we introduce our protocol and intruder
model, with an example provided in Section 3. In Section 4, the intruder strategies and the game-theoretic properties that we consider are presented. Section 5
provides the necessary background on constraint solving. In Section 6, we present
our constraint-based decision algorithm along with an example and state our main
result—soundness, completeness, and termination of the algorithm. In Section 7,
the proofs of the main result are given. We conclude in Section 8.
2.

THE PROTOCOL AND INTRUDER MODEL

As mentioned in the introduction, our model is similar to the one by Chadha et
al. [Chadha et al. 2001]. When it comes to the technical exposition, our approach
is, however, inspired by the term-rewriting approach of [Rusinowitch and Turuani
2003] rather than the multi-set rewriting approach of [Chadha et al. 2001]. We
start with a rather precise, but informal description of our model.
In our model, a protocol is a finite set of principals and every principal is a finite
tree, which represents all possible behaviors of the principal. Each edge of such
a tree is labeled by a rewrite rule, which describes the receive-send action that is
performed when the principal takes this edge in a run of the protocol.
When a principal carries out a protocol, it traverses its tree, starting at the root.
In every node, the principal takes its current input, chooses one of the edges leaving
the node, matches the current input with the left-hand side of the rule the edge
is labeled with, sends out the message which is determined by the right-hand side
of the rule, and moves to the node the chosen edge leads to. Whether or not a
principal gets an input and which input it gets is determined by the intruder and
the secure channels. The intruder receives every message sent by a principal, can
use all the messages he has received to construct new messages, and can provide
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input messages to any principal he wants.
The above is very similar to standard Dolev-Yao models for reachability properties (see, e.g., [Rusinowitch and Turuani 2003; Millen and Shmatikov 2001]). There
are, however, two important ingredients that are not present in these models: secure
channels and an explicit branching structure. In the remainder of this introduction
to our model, we will explain these two ingredients in more detail.
Unlike in the standard Dolev-Yao models, in our model the input of a principal
may not only come from the intruder but also from a so-called secure channel.
While, as in [Chadha et al. 2001], a secure channel is not read-protected (the
intruder can read the messages written onto this channel), the intruder does not
control this channel. That is, he cannot delay, duplicate, or remove messages, or
write messages onto this channel under a fake identity (unless he has corrupted a
party).
As mentioned in the introduction, unlike authentication and key-exchange protocols, properties of contract-signing and related protocols cannot be stated as
reachability properties, i.e., in terms of single runs of a protocol alone. One rather
has to consider branching properties. We therefore describe the behavior of a protocol as an infinite-state transition system which comprises all runs of a protocol.
To be able to express properties of contract-signing protocols we distinguish several types of transitions: there are intruder transitions (just as in [Rusinowitch and
Turuani 2003; Millen and Shmatikov 2001]); there are ε-transitions, which can be
used to model that a subprotocol is spawned without waiting for input from the
intruder; and there are secure channel transitions, which model communication via
secure channels. Since the intruder can construct an infinite number of messages,
the transition system will have an infinite number of states, but it will have paths
of a bounded length.
In the following subsections, we present a formal definition of our model.
2.1

Terms and Messages

Let V be a set of variables, A a finite set of atoms, K a finite set of public and
private keys, AI an infinite set of intruder atoms, and N a finite set of principal
addresses. All of them are assumed to be disjoint. The set K is partitioned into
a set Kpub of public keys and a set Kpriv of private keys and there is a bijective
mapping ·−1 : K → K which assigns to every public key the corresponding private
key and to every private key its corresponding public key.
Typically, the set A contains names of principals, atomic symmetric keys, and
nonces (i.e., random numbers generated by principals). We note that we will allow
composed symmetric keys as well. The atoms in AI are the nonces, symmetric
keys, etc. the intruder may generate. The elements of N are used as addresses of
principals in secure channels.
We define two kinds of terms by the grammar given in Figure 1, namely plain
terms and secure channel terms. In this grammar, V, A, AI , N , and Kpub generate
any of its elements.
Terms without variables are called messages. Similarly, plain terms and secure
channel terms without variables are called plain messages and secure channel messages, respectively. The corresponding sets are denoted T , Tplain , Tsc , M, Mplain ,
and Msc .
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plain-term ::= V | A | AI | hplain-term, plain-termi |
{plain-term}splain-term | {plain-term}aKpub | hash(plain-term) |
sigKpub (plain-term)
sec-term ::= sc(N , N , plain-term)
term ::= plain-term | sec-term | N
Fig. 1.

Syntax of Terms

As usual, ht, t0 i is the pairing of t and t0 , the term {t}st0 stands for the symmetric
encryption of t by t0 (note that the key t0 may be any plain term), {t}ak is the
asymmetric encryption of t by k, the term hash(t) stands for the hash of t, and
sigk (t) is the signature on t which can be verified with the public key k.
A secure channel term of the form sc(n, n0 , t) stands for a term t on the secure
channel from n to n0 . A principal may only generate such a term if he knows n
and t (but does not need to know n0 ). This guarantees that a principal cannot
impersonate other principals on secure channels. Hence, knowing n grants access
to secure channels with sender address n.
Note that the above explanations are just to give some intuition on what these
messages mean and how they can be used. In our formal model, there will be no
restriction on the use of these messages in protocol descriptions except for the rules
by which the intruder can derive messages.
By V(t) we denote the set of variables occurring in a term t. The set Sub(t) of
subterms of a term t and the set Sub(E) of subterms of the terms in a set E of
terms are defined in the obvious way.
A substitution assigns terms to variables, that is, it is a function V → T . The
domain of a substitution σ is denoted by dom(σ) and defined by dom(σ) = {x ∈
V | σ(x) 6= x}. Substitutions are required to have finite domains. A substitution σ
is called ground if σ(x) is a message for each x ∈ dom(σ). Given two substitutions
σ and τ with disjoint domains, their union σ ∪ τ is defined in the obvious way.
Given a term t and a substitution σ, the term tσ is obtained from t by simultaneously replacing each occurrence of a variable x in t by σ(x). If σ and τ are two
substitutions, then their composition, denoted σ ◦ τ , is the substitution defined by
(σ ◦ τ )(x) = (xτ )σ for every x ∈ V.
We say that a term t is used as a verification key in a term t0 if t0 has a subterm
of the form {s}st , {s}at−1 , or sigt (s) for some term s. Intuitively, a verification key
is needed to decrypt messages or verify signatures. For example, if a principal A
receives the message m = {hA, Bi}sa and wants to check whether the plain text
matches with t0 = hA, xi, then the principal first needs to decrypt m with the
verification key a.
2.2

Intruder

Given a set I of terms, the (infinite) set d(I) of terms the intruder can derive from
I is the smallest set satisfying the following conditions:
(D1) I ⊆ d(I).
(D2) Composition and decomposition: If t, t0 ∈ d(I), then ht, t0 i ∈ d(I). Con-
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versely, if ht, t0 i ∈ d(I), then t ∈ d(I) and t0 ∈ d(I).
(D3) Symmetric encryption and decryption: If t, t0 ∈ d(I), then {t}st0 ∈ d(I).
Conversely, if {t}st0 ∈ d(I) and t0 ∈ d(I), then t ∈ d(I).
(D4) Asymmetric encryption and decryption: If t ∈ d(I) and k ∈ d(I) ∩ Kpub , then
{t}ak ∈ d(I). Conversely, if {t}ak ∈ d(I) and k −1 ∈ d(I) ∩ Kpriv , then t ∈ d(I).
(D5) Hashing: If t ∈ d(I), then hash(t) ∈ d(I).
(D6) Signing: If t ∈ d(I) and k −1 ∈ d(I)∩Kpriv , then sigk (t) ∈ d(I). (The signature
contains the public key but can only be generated if the corresponding private
key is known.)
(D7) Writing onto secure channels: If t ∈ d(I), n ∈ d(I) ∩ N , and n0 ∈ N , then
sc(n, n0 , t) ∈ d(I).
(D8) Generating fresh constants: AI ⊆ d(I).
Each of the above rules only applies when the resulting expression is a term according to the grammar stated above. For instance, a hash of a secure channel term is
not a term, so (D5) does not apply when t is of the form sc(n, n0 , t0 ).
Note that the above definition is slightly more general than in other papers:
Typically, one only considers sets I which consist exclusively of messages. Later,
the more general definition, which allows arbitrary sets of terms for I, will be useful.
In (D7), the precondition n ∈ d(I)∩N means that the intruder has corrupted the
principal with address n and therefore can impersonate this principal when writing
onto the secure channel.
2.3

Principals and Protocols

Principal rules are of the form R ⇒ S where R ∈ T ∪ {ε} and S ∈ T . We refer to
R as the left-hand side (LHS) of R ⇒ S and to S as the right-hand side (RHS) of
R ⇒ S. A principal rule of the form ε ⇒ S models that a message of the form S
can be output by a principal without waiting for external input. For example, such
a rule is used to model that a principal starts a protocol or a sub-protocol without
waiting for external input.
A rule tree is a finite rooted tree where the edges are labeled by principal rules.
Formally, a rule tree is a tuple Π = (V, E, r, `) where (V, E) is a finite rooted tree
as usual (in particular, E ⊆ V × V ), r is the root of (V, E), and ` maps every edge
(v, v 0 ) ∈ E to a principal rule, the principal rule associated with (v, v 0 ).
A principal is a rule tree Π as above which satisfies the following two conditions
for every vertex v ∈ V where we assume that v0 , . . . , vn is the unique path from
the root r to v and where Ri ⇒ Si is the principal rule associated with (vi , vi+1 ),
for every i < n.
S
(1) Well-formedness: V(Sn−1 ) ⊆ i<n V(Ri ).
(2) Feasibility: t ∈ d({R0 , . . . , Rn−1 } ∪ M) for every verification key t in Rn−1 .
Well-formedness requires that every variable occurring on the RHS of a principal
rule of an edge e also occurs on the LHS of the principal rule of some edge on the
path from the root to e (inclusive). It guarantees that any output produced by a
principal only depends on what he has received, which is a minimum requirement
for a reasonable protocol specification. This condition is standard in Dolev-Yao
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models, see, for instance, [Rusinowitch and Turuani 2003; Millen and Shmatikov
2001].
Feasibility makes sure that a principal cannot match variables in keys, which
would not be feasible in practice. For example, this condition is not satisfied for a
principal whose rule tree only contains one edge and where this edge is labeled with
the principal rule {y}sx ⇒ x. On the other hand, it is satisfied for a principal whose
rule tree is a path of length two and where the first edge is labeled by x ⇒ hx, xi
and the second edge is labeled as before (by {y}sx ⇒ x).
Let Π be a rule true. When v is a vertex of Π, we write Π↓v for the subtree of Π
rooted at v. When σ is a substitution, we write Πσ for the rule tree obtained from
Π by simultaneously applying σ to all the principal rules (each side of them) of Π.
A protocol is a tuple P = ((Π1 , . . . , Πn ), I) which consists of a tuple of principals
and a finite set I ⊆ Mplain ∪ N of messages, the initial intruder knowledge. We
require that each variable occurs in the rules of at most one principal, i.e., different
principals must have disjoint sets of variables. We assume that intruder atoms, i.e.,
elements of AI , do not occur in P (neither in any principal rule nor in I).
2.4

The Transition Graph of a Protocol

The transition graph GP induced by a protocol P comprises all runs of a protocol.
To define this graph formally, we first introduce states and transitions between
these states.
A state is of the form ((Π1 , . . . , Πn ), σ, I, S) where
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

σ is a ground substitution,
Πi is a rule tree such that Πi σ is a principal for each i,
I is a finite set of messages, the intruder knowledge, and
S is a finite multi-set of secure channel messages, the secure channel.

The idea is that when the transition system is in such a state, then the substitution
σ has been performed, the accumulated intruder knowledge is what can be derived
from I, the secure channels hold the messages in S, and for each i, Πi σ is the
“remaining protocol” to be carried out by principal i. This also explains why S is
a multi-set: messages sent several times should be delivered several times.
There are three kinds of transitions between states: intruder, secure channel, and
ε-transitions. In what follows, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let Πi = (Vi , Ei , ri , `i ) and
Π0i = (Vi0 , Ei0 , ri0 , `0i ) denote rule trees. A transition
τ

((Π1 , . . . , Πn ), σ, I, S) −→ ((Π01 , . . . , Π0n ), σ 0 , I 0 , S 0 )
with label τ exists if one of the three following conditions is satisfied:
(1) Intruder transition, τ = [i, m, I]: There exists a vertex v ∈ Vi such that (ri , v) ∈
Ei and `i (ri , v) = R ⇒ S, and there exists a ground substitution σ 00 with
dom(σ 00 ) ⊆ V(Rσ) such that
(a) m ∈ d(I),
(b) σ 0 = σ ∪ σ 00 ,
(c) Rσ 0 = m,
(d) Π0j = Πj for every j 6= i, Π0i = Πi ↓v,
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(e) either S ∈ Tplain and I 0 = I ∪ {Sσ 0 }, or S = sc(·, ·, t) for some term t and
I 0 = I ∪ {tσ 0 }, and
(f) either S ∈ Tplain and S 0 = S, or S ∈ Tsc and S 0 = S ∪ {Sσ 0 }.
This transition models that principal i receives the the message m from the
intruder (i.e., from the public network). Note that the second clause in (e)
accounts for the fact that our secure channels are not read-protected.
(2) Secure channel transition, τ = [i, m, sc]: There exists a vertex v ∈ Vi with
(ri , v) ∈ Ei and `i (ri , v) = R ⇒ S, and there exists a ground substitution σ 00
with dom(σ 00 ) ⊆ V(Rσ) such that
(a) m ∈ S,
(b)–(e) as above, and
(f) either S ∈ Tplain and S 0 = S \ {m}, or S ∈ Tsc and S 0 = (S \ {m}) ∪ {Sσ 0 }.
This transition models that principal i reads message m from a secure channel.
(3) ε-transition, τ = [i]: There exists a vertex v ∈ Vi with (ri , v) ∈ Ei and
`i (ri , v) = ε ⇒ S such that σ 0 = σ and (d)–(f) as given above for intruder
transitions.
This transition models that principal i performs a step where neither a message
is read from the intruder nor from a secure channel.
We call i the principal associated with the transition, R ⇒ S (for the intruder
and secure channel transitions) and ε ⇒ S (for the ε-transitions), respectively, the
principal rule associated with the transition, and v the principal vertex associated
with the transition.
Definition 2.1 (transition graph). Let P = ((Π1 , . . . , Πn ), I) be a protocol.
The initial state of P is qP = ((Π1 , . . . , Πn ), σ, I, ∅) where σ is the substitution
with empty domain. The set of states of P , denoted SP , is the set of states which
are reachable from qP by a sequence of transitions.
The transition graph GP of P is the tuple (SP , EP , qP ) where qP is the initial
state of P , SP is the set of states of P , and EP is the set of all transitions among
the states of P .
τ

For convenience, we write q ∈ GP when q is a state in GP and we write q → q 0 ∈ GP
τ
when q → q 0 is a transition in GP .
Remark 2.2. The transition graph GP of P is a DAG since by performing a
transition the size of the first component of a state decreases. While the graph may
be infinite branching, the maximal length of a path in this graph is bounded by the
total number of edges in the principals Πi of P .
3.

MODELING THE ORIGINATOR OF THE ASW PROTOCOL

To demonstrate that our framework can actually be used to analyze contract-signing
protocols, we show how the originator of the Asokan-Shoup-Waidner (ASW) protocol [Asokan et al. 1998] can be modeled. In a similar fashion, other contract-signing
protocols can be dealt with.
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Overview of the Protocol

Our informal description of the ASW protocol follows [Shmatikov and Mitchell
2002] (see this work or [Asokan et al. 1998] for more details). For ease in notation,
we will write sig[m, k] instead of hm, sigk (m)i.
The ASW protocol enables two principals O (originator) and R (responder) to
obtain each other’s commitment on a previously agreed contractual text, say text,
with the help of a trusted third party T , which, however, is only invoked in case of
problems. In other words, the ASW protocol is an optimistic two-party contractsigning protocol.
There are two kinds of valid contracts: the standard contract,
hsig[mO , kO ], NO , sig[mR , kR ], NR i ,
and the replacement contract, sig[hsig[mO , kO ], sig[mR , kR ]i , kT ], where
mO = hkO , kR , kT , text, hash(NO )i ,
mR = hsig[mO , kO ], hash(NR )i ,
and kO , kR , and kT are the public keys of O, R, and T , respectively, and NO
and NR represent nonces generated by O and R, respectively. Note that a signed
contractual text (sig[text, kO ] or sig[text, kR ]) is not considered a valid contract.
The ASW protocol consists of four subprotocols: the exchange, abort, and two
resolve protocols. However, we can describe every principal—O, R, and T —in
terms of a single tree as introduced in Section 2.3.
The basic idea of the exchange protocol is that O first indicates his/her interest
to sign the contract. To this end, O hashes a nonce NO and signs it together
with text and the keys of the principals involved. The resulting message is the
message sig[mO , kO ] from above. By sending it to R, the originator O commits to
the contract. Then, similarly, R indicates his/her interest to sign the contract by
hashing a nonce NR and signing it together with what he/she received from O and
the keys of the involved principals. This is the message sig[mR , kR ] from above. By
sending it to O, the responder R commits to the contract. Finally, first O and then
R reveal NO and NR , respectively. This is why a standard contract is only valid if
NO and NR are included.
If, after O has sent the first message, R does not respond, O may contact T to
abort. Also, if after O has sent the second message, the nonce NO , and R does not
respond, then O may contact T to resolve. Similarly, R may contact T to resolve
the protocol after having sent the message sig[mR , kR ]. However, R may not abort
the protocol. In case the protocol is successfully resolved, the replacement contract
sig[hsig[mO , kO ], sig[mR , kR ]i , kT ] is issued. While this version of the contract only
contains the message indicating O’s and R’s intention to sign the contract (and
neither NO nor NR ), the signature of T validates the contract. For T to respond to
incoming resolve or abort requests appropriately it needs to store the requests in
some kind of database. For example, if O has sent an abort request and afterwards
R sends a resolve request T has to answer by an abort token to act consistently.
As we will see in the next subsection the model of the originator O of the ASW
protocol as a rule tree is straightforward. To model the TTP T as a rule tree one
has to encode the database which is needed to distinguish between different possible
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e1

e2

r1

r2

Fig. 2.

a1

e3

a2

a3

r3

A model of the Originator O in the ASW protocol

interleavings of resolve and abort requests. This can be done by unwinding these
possible interleavings into a rule tree.
3.2

The Principal O

The principal O is defined by the tree ΠO depicted in Figure 2 where the edge labels
for the principal rules defined below. Rules e1, e2, and e3 belong to the exchange
protocol, rules a1, a2, and a3 belong to the abort protocol, and rules r1, r2, and
r3 belong to the resolve protocol of O.
Exchange protocol. The actions performed in the exchange protocol have informally been discussed above.
Abort protocol. If, after the first step of the exchange protocol, O does not get
an answer back from R, the principal O may start the abort protocol, i.e., send
an abort request via a secure channel to T (rule a1). Then, T will either confirm
the abort of the protocol by returning an abort token—in this case O will continue
with rule a3—or send a replacement contract—in this case O will continue with
rule a2. (The trusted third party T sends a replacement contract if R previously
contacted T to resolve the protocol run.)
Resolve protocol. If after rule e2, i. e., after sending NO , the principal O does
not get an answer back from R, then O can start the resolve protocol by sending a
resolve request to T via the secure channel (rule r1). After that, depending on the
answer returned from T (which again will return an abort token or a replacement
contract), one of the rules r2 or r3 is performed.
We now present the principal rules for O where the numbering corresponds to the
one in Figure 2. In some of these rules we use extra constants which indicate certain
events. We therefore call these constants signal constants. If, for example, principal
O performs rule e3 , i.e., it gets the signature of the responder on the contract, it
sends the signal constant OHasValidContract on the network, indicating that O now
has a valid contract. Then, the property that at the end of a protocol execution
the originator O does not have a valid contract is formalized by requiring that the
intruder cannot derive the constant OHasValidContract at the end of a protocol
execution. How security properties are modeled in our framework is described in
detail in the next section.
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f1

Π1 :

g1

Π2 :

sc(2, 1, hx, bi) ⇒ x

 ⇒ sc(2, 1, ha, bi)
g2

f2

 ⇒ sc(2, 1, hb, bi)
g3

{y}sk ⇒ y
f3
a ⇒ c1

x ⇒ c2

f4

y ⇒ c2

f5

Fig. 3.

f6

Protocol Pex = ({Π1 , Π2 }, I0 ) with I0 = {{a}sk , {b}sk }

(e1 ) ε ⇒ me1 where
me1 = sig[me2 , kO ]
(e2 )
(e3 )
(a1 )
(a2 )

and

sig[me3 , kR ] ⇒ NO where me3 = hme1 , hash(x)i .
x ⇒ OHasValidContract.
ε ⇒ sc(O, T, ma1 ) where ma1 = sig[haborted, me1 i , kO ].
sc(T, O, ma2 ) ⇒ OHasValidContract where
ma2 = sig[hme1 , me4 i , kT ]

(a3 )
(r1 )
(r2 )
(r3 )

and

me4 = sig[hme1 , z1 i , kR ].

sc(T, O, sig[haborted, ma1 i , kT ]) ⇒ OHasAbortToken.
ε ⇒ sc(O, T, hme1 , sig[me3 , kR ]i).
sc(T, O, sig[haborted, ma1 i , kT ]) ⇒ OHasAbortToken.
sc(T, O, mr1 ) ⇒ OHasValidContract where
mr1 = sig[hme1 , mr2 i , kT ]

4.

me2 = hkO , kR , kT , text, hash(NO )i .

and

mr2 = sig[hme1 , z2 i , kR ].

STRATEGIES, STRATEGY PROPERTIES, AND STRATEGY PROBLEMS

In this section, we define intruder strategies on transition graphs of protocols, the
type of goal these strategies try to achieve, and the formal decision problems we
are interested in. We start with an informal explanation following an example and
then turn to precise statements.
Throughout this and the following sections, we will use the protocol Pex depicted
in Figure 3 as our running example. This protocol consists of two principals Π1
and Π2 and the initial knowledge I0 = {{a}sk , {b}sk } of the intruder. Informally
speaking, Π2 can, without waiting for input from the secure channel or the intruder,
decide whether to write ha, bi or hb, bi into the secure channel from Π2 to Π1 . While
the intruder can read the message written into this channel, he cannot modify or
delay this message. Also, he cannot insert his own message into this channel, for
he does not have the principal address 2 in his intruder knowledge, and hence,
cannot generate messages of the form sc(2, n, t) for any name n. Consequently,
such messages must come from Π2 . Principal Π1 first waits for a message of the
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form hx, bi in the secure channel from Π2 to Π1 . In case Π2 wrote, say, ha, bi into
this channel, x is substituted by a, and this message is written into the network,
and hence, given to the intruder. Next, Π1 waits for input of the form {y}sk . This is
not a secure channel term, and thus, comes from the intruder. In case the intruder
sends {b}sk , say, then y is substituted by b. Finally, Π1 waits for input of the form
a (in the edges from f3 to f4 and f3 to f5 ) or b (in the edge from f3 to f6 ). Recall
that x was substituted by a and y by b. If the intruder sends b, say, then Π2 takes
the edge from f3 to f6 and outputs c2 into the network. If the intruder had sent a,
Π1 could have chosen between the first two edges. We note that this protocol is not
meant to perform a useful task. It is rather designed to illustrate different aspects
of our constraint-based algorithm that would be more cumbersome to demonstrate
by realistic protocols, such as the ASW or GJM protocol.
4.1

Intruder Strategies and Strategy Trees

To define intruder strategies, we introduce the notion of a strategy tree, which captures that the intruder has a way of acting such that regardless of how the other principals act he achieves a certain goal, where goal in our context means that a state
will be reached where the intruder can derive certain (signal) constants and cannot derive others. For example, for balance the signal constant IntruderHasContract
should be derivable by the intruder but HonestPartyHasContract should not be derivable by the intruder. The constant HonestPartyHasContract would be added to the
specification of the honest principal, as illustrated in Section 3.2, where the constant OHasValidContract takes the role of HonestPartyHasContract. To check whether
the intruder obtained a valid contract from the honest party, a new principal would
be defined with only one principal rule. The principal rule would expect to receive
a message that is of the form of a valid contract from the honest principal and then,
if such a message is received, output the signal constant IntruderHasContract.
More concretely, let us consider the protocol Pex depicted in Figure 3. We want
to know if the intruder has a strategy to get to a state where he can derive atom
c2 but not atom c1 (no matter what the principals Π1 , Π2 , and the secure channels
do). Such a strategy of the intruder has to deal with both decisions principal Π2
may make in the first step because the intruder cannot control which edge is taken
by Π2 . It turns out that regardless of which message is sent by principal Π2 in its
first step, the following simple strategy allows the intruder to achieve his goal: The
intruder can send {b}sk to principal Π1 in the second step of Π1 and in the last step
of Π1 , the intruder sends b to principal Π1 . This guarantees that in the last step of
Π1 , the left-most edge is never taken, and thus, c1 is not returned, but at least one
of the other two edges can be taken, which in any case yields c2 . Formally, such
strategies are defined as trees. In our example, the strategy tree corresponding to
the strategy informally explained above is depicted in Figure 4. Its construction is
in accordance with the following definition of strategy trees.
Definition 4.1 (strategy tree). Let P be a protocol with n principals and q ∈ GP .
A q-strategy tree is a rooted tree Tq = (V, E, r, `V , `E ) where every vertex v ∈ V is
labeled by a state, `V (v) ∈ GP , and every edge (v, v 0 ) ∈ E is labeled by a label of
a transition, `E (v, v 0 ), such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(T1) `V (r) = q.
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h1 ((f1 , g1 ), ∅, I0 , ∅)

Tex :
[2]

[2]

((f1 , g2 ), ∅, I1 , {sc(2, 1, ha, bi)}) h2

h6 ((f1 , g3 ), ∅, I2 , {sc(2, 1, hb, bi)})

[1, sc(2, 1, ha, bi), sc]

[1, sc(2, 1, hb, bi), sc]

((f2 , g2 ), σ1 , I1 ∪ {a}, ∅) h3

h7 ((f2 , g3 ), σ3 , I2 ∪ {b}, ∅)

[1, {b}sk , I]

[1, {b}sk , I]

((f3 , g2 ), σ2 , I1 ∪ {a, b}, ∅) h4

h8 ((f3 , g3 ), σ4 , I2 ∪ {b}, ∅)

[1, b, I]

[1, b, I]

((f6 , g2 ), σ2 , I1 ∪ {a, b, c2 }, ∅) h5
h9
((f5 , g3 ), σ4 , I2 ∪ {b, c2 }, ∅)

[1, b, I]
h10
((f6 , g3 ), σ4 , I2 ∪ {b, c2 }, ∅)

Fig. 4. Strategy tree Tex for Pex with I1 = I0 ∪ {ha, bi}, I2 = I0 ∪ {hb, bi}, σ1 = {x 7→ a},

σ2 = σ1 ∪ {y 7→ b}, σ3 = {x 7→ b}, and σ4 = σ3 ∪ {y 7→ b}. Also, for brevity of notation, in
the first component of the states we write, for instance, f1 instead of Π1 ↓f1 . The strategy
0
property we consider is ((Cex , Cex
)) = (({c2 }, {c1 })).
`E (v,v 0 )

(T2) `V (v) −−−−−→ `V (v 0 ) ∈ GP for all (v, v 0 ) ∈ E.
[j]

(T3) Whenever `V (v) = q 0 and q 0 −→ q 00 ∈ GP for some v ∈ V , q 0 , q 00 ∈ GP , and
j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then there exists v 00 ∈ V such that (v, v 00 ) ∈ E, `V (v 00 ) = q 00 ,
and `E (v, v 00 ) = [j].
[j,m,sc]

(T4) Whenever `V (v) = q 0 and q 0 −−−−→ q 00 ∈ GP for some v ∈ V , q 0 , q 00 ∈ GP ,
j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and m ∈ M, then there exists v 00 ∈ V such that (v, v 00 ) ∈ E,
`V (v 00 ) = q 00 , and `E (v, v 00 ) = [j, m, sc].
(T5) Whenever (v, v 0 ) ∈ E, `E (v, v 0 ) = [j, m, I], and there exists q 0 6= `V (v 0 ) with
[j,m,I]

`V (v) −−−−→ q 0 ∈ GP for some v ∈ V , q 0 ∈ GP , j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and m ∈ M,
then there exists v 00 with (v, v 00 ) ∈ E, `E (v, v 00 ) = [j, m, I] and `V (v 00 ) = q 0 .
(T2) guarantees that all edges in Tq correspond to transitions in GP . (T3) says
that every ε-transition of the transition graph of P must be present in the strategy
graph. This is because the intruder should not be able to prevent a principal from
performing an ε-rule, since these rules do not depend on input from the intruder.
(T4) is similar: The intruder should not be able to block secure channels. (T5) says
that although the intruder can choose to send a particular message to a particular
principal, he cannot decide which transition this principal uses (if the message
matches the LHS of more than one rule).
Note that if `V (v) = q 0 in a q-strategy tree Tq , then there exists a path from q
to q 0 in GP . By Remark 2.2 this implies that Tq has finite depth.
Let C, C 0 ⊆ A ∪ K ∪ N . We say that a q-strategy tree Tq satisfies (C, C 0 ) if in
every leaf of Tq all elements from C can be derived by the intruder and no element
from C 0 can. Formally, for every leaf v of Tq with `V (v) = ((Π1 , . . . , Πn ), σ, I, S) it
is required that C ⊆ d(I) and C 0 ∩ d(I) = ∅ hold.
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Definition 4.2 (strategy property). A strategy property is a tuple
C = ((C1 , C10 ), . . . , (Cl , Cl0 ))

(1)

where Ci , Ci0 ⊆ A ∪ K ∪ N for all i ∈ {1, . . . , l}. A state q ∈ GP satisfies C if there
exist q-strategy trees T1 , . . . , Tl such that every Ti satisfies (Ci , Ci0 ).
4.2

Strategy Problems

We can now define the decision problem we are interested in:
Definition 4.3 (Strategy). The decision problem Strategy asks, given a protocol P and a strategy property C, whether there exists a state q ∈ GP that satisfies C. When this is the case we write (P, C) ∈ Strategy.
Note that in a q-strategy tree Tq there may exist vertices v 0 6= v with `V (v 0 ) =
`V (v) such that the subtrees Tq ↓v and Tq ↓v 0 of Tq rooted at v and v 0 , respectively,
are not isomorphic. In other words, the intruder’s strategy may depend on the path
that leads to a state (i.e., the history) rather than on the state alone, as is the case
for positional strategies.
In general, positional strategies can be very restrictive. Here, however, we work in
a framework where the “games” are of finite depth (bounded number of steps) and
the winning conditions are reachability conditions. In such situations, positional
strategies are no restriction, as we will show in what follows for our framework.
A q-strategy tree Tq is positional if different subtrees rooted at vertices with
the same vertex label are isomorphic. (In particular, one could define positional
strategies as subgraphs of GP .) We define p-Strategy analogously to Strategy,
but with positional intruder strategies instead of arbitrary intruder strategies, and
use similar notation.
The above assertion can now be stated formally:
Proposition 4.4. For every instance (P, C) of Strategy (and p-Strategy),
(P, C) ∈ Strategy

iff

(P, C) ∈ p-Strategy .

Proof. It suffices to show that for every q ∈ GP and (C, C 0 ) ⊆ A ∪ K ∪ N there
exists a q-strategy tree which satisfies (C, C 0 ) iff there exists a positional q-strategy
tree which satisfies (C, C 0 ). The direction from right to left is trivial. For the other
direction, let Tq be a q-strategy tree which satisfies (C, C 0 ). If there exist v 0 6= v
in Tq with `V (v) = `V (v 0 ) = q 0 , then it is not hard to see that the tree obtained
by replacing Tq ↓v 0 with Tq ↓v (and consistently renaming the vertices) is still a qstrategy tree satisfying (C, C 0 ). Now, starting with the subtrees of maximum depth
and iteratively replacing all subtrees rooted at vertices labeled with the same state
by one of the subtrees among them, we obtain the desired positional q-strategy
tree.
Note that in [Kähler et al. 2005] positional intruder strategies are considered.
The main motivation for using general rather than positional intruder strategies in
this paper is that they are much better suited for the constraint solving approach
(see Section 6).
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CONSTRAINT SOLVING

In this section, we briefly recall the notion of constraint system and state the wellknown fact that procedures for solving constraint systems exist (see, e.g., [Millen
and Shmatikov 2001] for more details). In Section 6, we will then use such a
procedure as a black box in our constraint-based algorithm.
A constraint is of the form t : T where t is a plain term and T is a finite nonempty set of plain terms. (Since we will take care of secure channel terms outside
of constraint solving, we do not need to consider them here.) A sequence
C = t1 : T1 , . . . , tn : Tn
of constraints is called a constraint system.
Given a constraint system C as above, one would like to determine all ground
substitutions σ that satisfy ti σ ∈ d(Ti σ) for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and where dom(σ)
contains only variables occurring in C. These substitutions are called solutions of
C and one writes σ ` C for such a substitution. Since there is, in general, an
infinite number of such solutions, all solutions are typically described by a finite
number of so-called simple constraint systems, which have obvious solutions, as will
be explained in what follows.
For our purposes, a simple constraint system is of the form
0
C0 = x1 : T10 , . . . , xm : Tm

where the xj ’s are pairwise distinct variables. Such a system has obvious solutions,
namely, every substitution σ where every variable is assigned a different intruder
atom from AI . Such a solution will be called solution associated with C0 .
Given a constraint system C, a constraint solver produces a finite set U of pairs
(C0 , τ ) where C0 is simple and τ is a substitution such that
—no variable from C0 belongs to dom(τ ), and
—for every x ∈ dom(τ ), every variable occurring in τ (x) also occurs in C0 .
The important property of U is that for every (C0 , τ ) ∈ U and for every solution σ 0
of C0 , the substitution σ 0 ◦ τ is a solution of C, in particular, this is true for every
solution associated with C0 as described above. This is why U is called a sound set
for C. It is said to be a sound and complete set for C if, in addition, every solution
of C can be obtained in the described way.
If σ 0 is a solution associated with C0 the solution σ 0 ◦ τ will be called complete
solution associated with (C0 , τ ).
If a given constraint system C satisfies certain conditions, which will be described
below, sound and complete sets for C can be computed.
For a given constraint system C as above and a variable x in C, define occ(x) ∈
{1, . . . , n} to be the minimal index such that x ∈ V(tocc(x) ), i.e., occ(x) is the index
of the first constraint in the sequence where x occurs on the left-hand side of this
constraint. If such an index does not exist, occ(x) is undefined.
We call a constraint system C as above valid if it satisfies the following properties
for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}:
(1) Origination: V(Ti ) ⊆ V({t1 , . . . , ti−1 }), which means that occ(x) is defined and
occ(x) < i for every x ∈ V(Ti ).
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(2) Monotonicity:
(a) T1 ⊆ Ti .
(b) For every x ∈ V(Ti ) we have that Tocc(x) ⊆ Ti .
Intuitively, origination corresponds to well-formedness of principals and monotonicity captures that the intruder does not forget information. Our definition of monotonicity above differs from the definition in [Millen and Shmatikov 2001].2 Our
definition is slightly stronger. However, it is simpler and suffices for our applications. From a technical point of view, we could also have used the more complex
definition in [Millen and Shmatikov 2001].
The following fact is well-known (see, e.g., [Chevalier and Vigneron 2001; Millen
and Shmatikov 2001; Basin et al. 2003] and references therein):
Fact 5.1. There exists a procedure which given a valid constraint system C outputs a sound and complete set for C.
In our model we deal with an infinite set AI of intruder atoms. Constraint solving
procedures do not handle these kind of sets of atoms. It is easy to see that the set
output by a constraint solving procedure for a given constraint system C also forms
a sound and complete set for C when one considers the set AI of intruder atoms.
While different constraint solving procedures (and implementations thereof) may
compute different sound and complete sets, our constraint-based algorithm to be
introduced in Section 6 works with any of them. It is only important that the
set computed is sound and complete. So we fix one of these procedures for the
remainder of the paper and refer to it as constraint solver. As already mentioned in
the introduction we only need one element of a sound and complete set at a time.
We therefore view the constraint solver as a non-deterministic algorithm which at
the end of each run on a given input returns an element from a (fixed) sound and
complete set. We require that for every element in the sound and complete set,
there exists a run of the constraint solver that returns it. If the sound and complete
set is empty, the constraint solver always returns no.
We note that while standard constraint solving procedures can deal with the
cryptographic primitives considered here, these procedures might need to be extended when adding further cryptographic primitives. This is, for example, the
case for private contract signatures, which are used in some contract signing protocols [Garay et al. 1999]; a good starting point for such an extension in this case
could be the model of private contract signatures presented in [Kähler et al. 2005].
6.

THE CONSTRAINT-BASED ALGORITHM

We now present our constraint-based algorithm, called SolveStrategy, for deciding
the problem Strategy. We first describe its main steps, with details given in
subsequent sections. (In particular, the notions set in italics will be explained
2 Using our notation, the definition in [Millen and Shmatikov 2001] reads as follows: (a) T ⊆ T .
1
i
(b) For every x ∈ V(Ti ) there exists Tx̄ ⊆ Ti such that (i) x ∈
/ V(Tx̄ ), (ii) for all variables y
with occ(y) > occ(x) it holds that y ∈
/ V(Tx̄ ), and (iii) for all solutions σ of C it holds that
d(Tocc(x) ) ⊆ d(Tx̄ ). Note that our definition implies this definition: Simply choose Tx̄ to be
Tocc(x) .
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later.) The input to SolveStrategy is a protocol P and a strategy property C =
((C1 , C10 ), . . . , (Cl , Cl0 )).
SolveStrategy(P, C) : {yes, no}
(A1) Guess a symbolic branching structure B for P and C.
That is, guess a symbolic path π s from the initial state of P to a symbolic state
s
q s and, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , l}, a symbolic q s -strategy tree Ti,q
s (see Section 6.1
for details).
(A2) From the symbolic branching structure B and the strategy property C, derive
the induced valid constraint system CB (see Section 6.2 for the definition).
(A3) Run the constraint solver on CB . If it returns no, then halt. Otherwise,
let (C0 , τ ) be the output returned by the solver and ν a complete solution
associated with it.
(A4) Perform certain tests on B and ν to check whether ν when applied to B yields
a valid path in GP from the initial state of P to a state q and the q-strategy
trees Ti,q satisfying (Ci , Ci0 ) for every i ∈ {1, . . . , l} (see Section 6.3 for details
of these tests).
(A5) If any of the tests failed, output no, and otherwise output yes.
In the following three sections, (A1), (A2), and (A4) will be further explained.
Our main result is the following theorem, with the proof presented in Section 7:
Theorem 6.1. Algorithm SolveStrategy is a (non-deterministic) decision procedure for Strategy.
Corollary 6.2. Strategy is decidable.
We conclude this subsection with some remarks.
Remark 6.3. In (A3), it is not sufficient to consider just one simple constraint
system returned by the constraint solver.
Remark 6.4. (A4) is indispensable.
The two previous remarks will be illustrated in Section 6.3.
Remark 6.5. If yes is output, then B with ν applied is a solution of (P, C).
The previous remark will become clear from the proof of Theorem 6.1.
Remark 6.6. SolveStrategy is phrased as a non-deterministic algorithm only for
simplicity of presentation; one can easily turn it into a deterministic one, simply
by successively checking all symbolic branching structures (of which there are only
finitely many) and all simple constraint systems returned by a deterministic constraint solver.
Remark 6.7. SolveStrategy works with any constraint solving procedure.
Remark 6.8. The proof of Theorem 6.1 (see Section 7) is quite different from the
proof of Corollary 6.2 given in [Kähler et al. 2005]. Here, we make use of the fact
that constraint solvers exist, which on the one hand makes our proof (and also our
algorithm) more modular and easier to extend, but on the other hand requires an
appropriate encoding of the problem into constraint systems.
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Guessing the Symbolic Branching Structure

To describe the first step of SolveStrategy in more detail, we first define symbolic
branching structures, which consist of symbolic paths and symbolic strategy trees.
To define symbolic paths and strategy trees, we need to introduce several other
notions. These notions will be illustrated by the example in Figure 3.
One technical problem we have to overcome is that a symbolic strategy tree will
represent a set of runs of protocols arranged in trees. Clearly, when two principal
rules sharing variables are applied in independent branches of such a tree, the
shared variables that have not been instantiated during the common history of the
two branches need not be instantiated with the same terms. This makes it necessary
to apply a renaming scheme for the variables involved: When x is a variable from
the original protocol and u is a vertex of a symbolic tree (to be defined), we will
use xu to denote a new variable. We speak of non-indexed and indexed variables.
A symbolic state
q s = ((Π1 , . . . , Πn ), I, S, X )

(2)

consists of an n-tuple (Π1 , . . . , Πn ) of rule trees, a finite set I ⊆ T of terms (which
may contain variables), a finite multi-set S ⊆ Tsc of secure channel terms (which may
contain variables), and a finite set X of variables, which are called used variables and
are used for renaming variables correctly, as explained in the previous paragraph.
Obviously, a symbolic state is defined just as a concrete state except that the
substitution is omitted, the intruder knowledge I and the secure channel S may
contain terms instead of messages, and a set of reference variables has been added.
A symbolic tree is of the form (V, E, r, `V , `E ) with finite vertex and edge set V
and E, respectively, root r ∈ V , vertex labeling function `V , which maps vertices
to symbolic states, and edge labeling function `E , which maps edges to labels of
symbolic transitions. Let (u, u0 ) ∈ E be an edge and assume
`V (u) = ((Π1 , . . . , Πn ), I, S, X ) ,
0

`V (u ) =

((Π01 , . . . , Π0n ), I 0 , S 0 , X 0 )

Πi = (Vi , Ei , ri , `i ) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} ,
, Π0i = (Vi0 , Ei0 , ri0 , `0i ) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} ,

`E ((u, u0 )) = τ .
Then one the following conditions must be satisfied.
(1) Symbolic intruder transition, τ = [i, v, I]: v ∈ Vi with (ri , v) ∈ Ei and `i (ri , v) =
R ⇒ S for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, R and S such that
(a) for every j 6= i we have Π0j = Πj and Π0i is obtained from Πi ↓v by replacing
every occurrence of a variable x ∈ V(R) \ X by the new variable xu0 (see
above);
(b) I 0 = I ∪{t0 } where either t = S ∈
/ Tsc or S = sc(n, n0 , t) for some n, n0 ∈ N ,
0
and t is obtained from t by replacing every variable x ∈ V(R) \ X by the
new indexed variable xu0 ;
(c) either S 0 = S and S ∈
/ Tsc or S 0 = S ∪ {S 0 }, where S 0 is obtained from S
by replacing every variable x ∈ V(R) \ X by xu0 .
(2) Symbolic secure channel transition, τ = [i, v, R0 , sc]: v ∈ Vi with (ri , v) ∈ Ei
and `i (ri , v) = R ⇒ S such that R0 ∈ S, (a) and (b) from (1), and either
S 0 = S \ {R0 } if S ∈
/ Tsc or S 0 = (S \ {R0 }) ∪ {S 0 } otherwise.
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h1 ((f1 , g1 ), ∅, I0 , ∅, ∅)

Tex :
[2, g2 ]
((f1 , g2 ), ∅, I1 , {sc(2, 1, ha, bi)}, ∅) h2
[1, f2 , sc(2, 1, ha, bi), sc]
((f2 , g2 ), σ1 , I1 ∪ {xh3 }, ∅, {xh3 }) h3
[1, f3 , I]
((f3 , g2 ), σ2 , I1 ∪ {xh3 , yh4 }, ∅, X1 ) h4

[1, f6 , I] [1, f5 , I]
((f6 , g2 ), σ2 , I1 ∪ {xh3 , yh4 , c2 }, ∅, X1 ) h5
h9
((f5 , g3 ), σ4 , I2 ∪ {xh7 , yh8 , c2 }, ∅, X2 )

[2, g3 ]
h6 ((f1 , g3 ), ∅, I2 , {sc(2, 1, hb, bi)}, ∅)
[1, f2 , sc(2, 1, hb, bi), sc]
h7 ((f2 , g3 ), σ3 , I2 ∪ {xh7 }, ∅, {xh7 })
[1, f3 , I]
h8 ((f3 , g3 ), σ4 , I2 ∪ {xh7 , yh8 }, ∅, X2 )
[1, f6 , I]
h10
((f6 , g3 ), σ4 , I2 ∪ {xh7 , yh8 , c2 }, ∅, X2 )

Fig. 5. Symbolic strategy tree Tex for the protocol Pex with I1 = I0 ∪ {ha, bi}, I2 = I0 ∪ {hb, bi},
X1 = {xh3 , yh4 }, and X2 = {xh7 , yh8 }. Note that, for sake of presentation, the first component
of the symbolic states associated to vertices of Tex only contain the roots of rule trees rather than
0 )) = (({c }, {c })).
the whole rule trees. The strategy property we consider is ((Cex , Cex
2
1

(3) Symbolic ε-transition, τ = [i, v]: v ∈ Vi with (ri , v) ∈ Ei and `i (ri , v) = ε ⇒ S
with (a)–(c) from (1).
In addition, X 0 = X ∪ {xu0 | x ∈ V(R) \ X }.
Just as with (concrete) transitions, in a situation like above, we speak of a symbolic transition, we call i the principal associated with the transition, R ⇒ S (for the
intruder and secure channel transitions) and ε ⇒ S (for the ε-transitions) the principal rule associated with the transition, and v the principal vertex associated with
`E (u,u0 )

the transition. We call `V (u) −−−−−→ `V (u0 ) the symbolic transition corresponding
to (or associated with) (u, u0 ).
s
Let q s be a symbolic state.
the root
S A symbolic q -tree is a symbolic tree where
s
s
is labeled q . Let XTqs = v∈V Xv be the set of used variables in Tqss where Xv is
the set of used variables in state `V (v).
Figure 5 depicts a symbolic q0s -tree Tex for Pex (Figure 3) where q0s = ({Π1 , Π2 },
I0 , ∅) is the symbolic initial state of Pex and the set of used variables associated
with q0s is empty. Note that copies of the variables x and y have been introduced,
namely xh3 , xh7 , yh4 , yh8 , following the aforementioned renaming scheme.
We can now define symbolic paths and symbolic strategy trees as special cases
of symbolic trees.
Let P = ((Π1 , . . . , Πn ), I) be a protocol as usual. A symbolic path π s of P is a
symbolic q s -tree where q s = ((Π1 , . . . , Πn ), I, ∅, ∅) is the symbolic initial state of P
and every vertex has at most one successor.
If q s is a symbolic state, then a symbolic q s -strategy tree is a symbolic q s -tree
s
Tqs = (V, E, r, `V , `E ) which satisfies the following conditions:
(S1) For every v ∈ V and every symbolic ε-transition from `V (v) with label [i, f ],
there exists v 0 with (v, v 0 ) ∈ E such that `E (v, v 0 ) = [i, f ].
(S2) Whenever (v, v 0 ), (v, v 00 ) ∈ E with v 0 6= v 00 , `E (v, v 0 ) = [j 0 , f 0 ], and `E (v, v 00 ) =
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[j 00 , f 00 ], then (j 0 , f 0 ) 6= (j 00 , f 00 ).
(S3) Whenever (v, v 0 ), (v, v 00 ) ∈ E with v 0 6= v 00 , `E (v, v 0 ) = [j 0 , f 0 , R0 , sc], and
`E (v, v 0 ) = [j 00 , f 00 , R00 , sc], then (j 0 , f 0 , R0 ) 6= (j 00 , f 00 , R00 ).
(S4) Whenever (v, v 0 ), (v, v 00 ) ∈ E with v 0 6= v 00 , `E (v, v 0 ) = [j 0 , f 0 , I], and `E (v, v 00 )
= [j 00 , f 00 , I], then j 0 = j 00 and f 0 6= f 00 .
(S1) corresponds to (T3) and says that all symbolic ε-transitions that can be taken
are present in a symbolic strategy tree. (S2) and (S3) make sure symbolic strategy
trees cannot be too large: (S2) prevents superfluous symbolic ε-transitions to be
present, while (S3) prevents superfluous secure channel transitions to be present.
(S4) makes sure the intruder may only send one message to one principal when
following his strategy.
There are certain properties required of strategy trees, for instance (T4) and
(T5), which are not reflected in the definition of symbolic strategy trees. These
properties are taken care of by the test in (A4) of SolveStrategy, which will be
explained in Section 6.3.
The symbolic tree Tex depicted in Figure 5 is in fact a symbolic q0s -strategy tree
where q0s = ({Π1 , Π2 }, I0 , ∅, ∅) is the symbolic initial state of Pex .
Given a protocol P , we call B = (π s , T1s , . . . , Tls ) a symbolic branching structure
of P if the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) π s is a symbolic path of P .
(2) Let v be the leaf of π s and q s = `V (v). For each i ∈ {1, . . . , l}, Tis is a symbolic
q s -strategy tree with root v.
(3) For i ∈ {1, . . . , l}, let Vi be the set of vertices of Tis . For i, j ∈ {1, . . . , l} with
i 6= j, Vi ∩ Vj = {v}.
Observe that, by our naming convention, this implies XTis ∩ XTjs = Xπs .
Obviously, there is a non-deterministic exponential time algorithm which given P
can guess all possible symbolic branching structures (up to renaming of variables).
0
Consider our running example and the strategy property ((Cex , Cex
)) = (({c2 },
{c1 })). Then Tex (Figure 5) can be viewed as a symbolic branching structure Bex
of Pex when the path π s is considered empty (and l = 1).
6.2

Constructing and Solving the Induced Constraint System

In this subsection, we explain how the constraint system CB is derived from the
symbolic branching structure B = (π s , T1s , . . . , Tls ) computed in (A1) of SolveStrategy and the given strategy property C, that is, we give the details for (A2).
The constraint system CB can be shown to be valid, and hence, by Fact 5.1, a
constraint solver can be used to solve it. In other words, (A3) is well-defined.
6.2.1 Illustrating the Construction by an Example. Before we get to technical
details, we give some informal explanations and illustrate the construction with our
running example, see Figure 3.
We first explain informally how to encode in a constraint system communication
involving the secure channel. The basic idea is that we write messages intended
for the secure channel into the intruder’s knowledge and let the intruder deliver
these messages. The problem is that while every message in the secure channel can
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s
0. ˙
{a}
¸ k
1. { xh3 , b }sk1
¸
˙
2. { xh7 , b }sk2
3.
{yh4 }sk
4.
{yh8 }sk
5.
yh4
6.
xh7
7.
yh8
8.
c2
9.
c2
10.
c2

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

I0
I1 , {ha, bi}sk1
I2 , {hb, bi}sk2
I1 , {ha, bi}sk1 , xh3
I2 , {hb, bi}sk2 , xh7
I1 , {ha, bi}sk1 , xh3 , yh4
I2 , {hb, bi}sk2 , xh7 , yh8
I2 , {hb, bi}sk2 , xh7 , yh8
I1 , {ha, bi}sk1 , xh3 , yh4 , c2
I2 , {hb, bi}sk2 , xh7 , yh8 , c2
I2 , {hb, bi}sk2 , xh7 , yh8 , c2

Fig. 6. The valid constraint system Cex derived from the symbolic strategy tree Bex (Figure 5).
Constants k1 , k2 ∈ A are new atoms and we write t1 , . . . , tn instead of {t1 , . . . , tn }.

only be read once, the intruder could try to deliver the same message several times.
To prevent this, every such message when written into the intruder’s knowledge is
encrypted with a new key not known to the intruder and this key is also (and only)
used in the principal rule which according to the symbolic branching structure is
supposed to read the message. This guarantees that the intruder cannot deliver the
same message several times to unintended recipients or make use of these encrypted
messages in other contexts. Here we use the feasibility condition on principals
introduced in Section 2, namely that verification keys can be derived by a principal.
As explained before, without this condition, a principal rule of the form {y}sx ⇒ x
would be allowed even if the principal does not know (i.e., cannot derive) x. Such a
rule would equip a principal with the unrealistic ability to derive any secret key from
a ciphertext. Hence, the intruder, using this principal as an oracle, could achieve
this as well and could potentially obtain the new keys used to encrypt messages
intended for the secure channel.
We now turn to our example and explain how the (valid) constraint system, which
0
)) looks like and how it is
we call Cex (Figure 6) derived from Bex and ((Cex , Cex
derived from Bex , where Bex , as explained above, is simply the symbolic strategy
tree Tex (Figure 5). The constraint system Cex is obtained from Bex as follows:
First we add a dummy constraint in order to ensure the validity of the constructed
constraint system. Then, we traverse the vertices of Bex in a top-down breadth
first manner. Every edge induces a constraint except those edges which correspond
to symbolic ε-transitions. This is how the constraints 1.–7. come about where 1.,
3., and 5. are derived from the left branch of Bex and 2., 4., 6., and 7. from the
right branch. Note that in 1. and 2. we encode the communication with the secure
channel by encrypting the terms with new keys k1 and k2 . The terms {ha, bi}sk1 and
{hb, bi}sk2 are not removed anymore from the right-hand side of the constraints, i.e.,
from the intruder knowledge in order for Cex to satisfy the monotonicity property
of constraint systems. As explained above, since we use new keys and due to the
feasibility condition on principals, this does not cause problems. The constraints
8.–10. are used to ensure that c2 can be derived at every leaf of Tex , a requirement
0
that comes from our example security property ((Cex , Cex
)) where Cex = {c2 }.
In vertex h8 of Tex two symbolic intruder transitions leave the vertex, which, as
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explained above, means that the associated principal rules should both be able to
read the message delivered by the intruder.
Let C1 and C2 be constraint systems with empty sequences of constraints and
the substitution ν1 = {xh3 7→ a, xh7 7→ b, yh4 7→ a, yh8 7→ b} and ν2 = {xh3 7→
a, xh7 7→ b, yh4 7→ b, yh8 7→ b}, respectively. It is easy to see that {C1 , C2 } is a
sound and complete solution set for Cex . Since Cex is valid, such a set can be
computed by the constraint solver (Fact 5.1).
6.2.2 Formal Definition. We now provide a formal construction of the constraint system CB from the symbolic branching structure B = (π s , T1s , . . . , Tls )
and the given strategy property C.
The construction consists of three steps: In the first two steps, B is transformed,
and in the last step the resulting branching structure is turned into the constraint
system CB . In the first step, B is transformed to get rid of secure channel terms
generated by the intruder. In the second step, we encode communication with the
secure channel as explained above.
Encoding the derivation of secure channel terms. An intruder does not have secure channel terms in its initial knowledge and he does not receive secure channel
terms during the run of a protocol. Hence, to construct a term sc(n, n0 , m) he has
to derive n and m (not necessarily n0 ). Since addresses such as n may only occur
in the first or second component of a secure channel term and the intruder cannot
read these components, the intruder cannot derive new addresses. Thus, the only
addresses the intruder knows are those in his initial knowledge. Therefore, the intruder can construct sc(n, n0 , m) only if n belongs to his initial knowledge and he
can derive m. This motivates the following transformation:
τ

(A2.1) For every edge e of B with which a symbolic intruder transition q −
→ q 0 is
associated and where the LHS of the associated the principal rule is of the form
sc(n, n0 , R), do the following:
If n belongs to the initial intruder knowledge, then replace the LHS of the associated principal rule simply by R, else stop and output no (for all of SolveStrategy).
We refer to the symbolic branching structure obtained by the transformation just
described as B̂. Strictly speaking, the resulting structure is not a symbolic branching structure anymore as it does not have the required form. By abuse of terminology, we still call it symbolic branching structure.
Encoding secure channel communication. As already explained above, we eliminate the secure channel component in symbolic states and instead let the intruder
handle all communication.
In what follows, with “new key” we mean a constant in A that does not occur
anywhere else and which, in particular, the intruder does not (and will not get to)
know.
(A2.2) For every vertex v of B̂ and every successor v 0 of v in B̂ do the following (we
traverse the vertices of B̂ in a top-down breadth first manner starting with the
root of B̂): If in the transition associated with the edge (v, v 0 ) of B̂ a message
of the form sc(n, n0 , R) is written into the secure channel, then generate a new
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key kv0 and write {R}skv0 into the intruder knowledge at v 0 and all successors
of v 0 in B̂. Also, do the following for every edge (u, u0 ) which is reachable from
v 0 over edges not labelled [·, ·, sc(n, n0 , R), sc]: Replace the label of (u, u0 ) by
{R}skv0 and the LHS of the principal rule associated with (u, u0 ) by {R0 }skv0
where R0 is such that sc(n, n0 , R0 ) is the LHS of the principal associated with
(u, u0 ).
We refer to the symbolic branching structure resulting from the transformation just
described by B.
We call {R}skv0 the (secure channel) encoding term associated with kv0 . If a ground
substitution is applied to this term, we call it the (secure channel) encoding message
associated with kv0 . We call the keys introduced in the step described above secure
channel keys (sc-keys) and denote the set of secure channel keys by Ksc . We refer
to the key generated for the edge (v, v 0 ) by kv0 (if a key was generated).
Deriving the constraint system. From B we now derive the constraint system CB :
(A2.3) Let CB be the constraint system consisting a constraint m : I for some
m ∈ I.
(A2.3.a) Traverse the vertices of B in a top-down breadth first manner starting
with the root of B (and hence, the root of π s ). For every vertex v of B
and every successor v 0 of v do the following:
If the transition corresponding to the edge (v, v 0 ) is a symbolic secure channel or intruder transition, I is the intruder knowledge in the state associated with v, and R is the LHS of the principal rule associated with the
transition, then add R : I to CB at the end.
We call constraints of this kind intruder constraints of CB .
(A2.3.b) For every i ∈ {1, . . . l}, leaf v of Tis , and a ∈ Ci do the following:
If I is the intruder’s knowledge in the state associated with v, then add
a : I to CB at the end.
We call constraints of this this kind strategy property constraints of CB .
This completes the description of (A2) of SolveStrategy.
To be able to apply Fact 5.1, we need the following lemma. The proof of this
lemma is straightforward and therefore omitted: To show monotonicity one has to
make use of our naming convention for variables in different branches of B and
the fact that secure channel encoding messages are not removed anymore from the
intruder’s knowledge.
Lemma 6.9. CB is a valid constraint system.
As a consequence of this lemma and Fact 5.1, we can employ the constraint solver
to solve CB .
6.3

Checking the Induced Substitutions

Let B = (π s , T1s , . . . , Tls ) be the symbolic branching structure obtained in (A1) of
SolveStrategy and let (C0 , τ ) be the output returned by the constraint solver when
applied to CB in (A2). Let ν be the complete solution associated with (C0 , τ ) in
(A3), see Section 5. We emphasize that for our algorithm to work, it is important
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that ν replaces the variables in C0 by new intruder atoms from AI not occurring
in B.
In (A4), we want to check whether when applying ν to B, which yields ν(B) =
(ν(π s ), ν(T1s ), . . . , ν(Tls )), we obtain a solution of the problem instance (P, C).
Hence, we need to check whether i) ν(π s ) corresponds to a path in GP from the initial state of GP to some state in GP , say q, and ii) ν(Tis ) corresponds to a q-strategy
tree for (Ci , Ci0 ) for every i ∈ {1, . . . , l}.
Since ν is a complete solution of CB , some of these conditions are satisfied by
construction. In particular, ν(π s ) is guaranteed to be a path in GP starting from the
initial state. Also, (T1)–(T3), do not need to be checked. Moreover, we know that
ν(Tis ) satisfies (Ci , ∅). Hence, SolveStrategy only needs to make sure that ν(Tis )
fulfills (∅, Ci0 ) and that (T4) and (T5) are satisfied for every tree ν(Tis ).
This leads to the following tests:
(A4) For every i ∈ {1, . . . , l} do:
(A4.1) Check the strategy property: For every leaf v of Tis check that Ci0 ∩
d(Iν) = ∅ where I is the intruder knowledge in the symbolic state associated with v.
(A4.2) For every vertex v in Tis perform the following tests. Let ({Π0h }h , I, S,
X ) be the symbolic state associated with v in Tis and for every h ∈
{1, . . . , n} let Π0h = (Vh0 , Eh0 , rh0 , `0h ).
(A4.2.a) Check (T4): For all m ∈ Sν, h ∈ {1, . . . , n}, n0h ∈ Vh0 , and R such
that
A. (rh0 , n0h ) ∈ Eh0 ,
B. R is the LHS of `0h (rh0 , n0h ), and
C. Rν matches m,
check that there exists a successor v 0 of v in Tis such that (v, v 0 ) is
labelled [h, n0h , R0 , sc] for some R0 with R0 ν = m.
(A4.2.b) Check (T5): For every successor v 0 of v in Tis , h ∈ {1, . . . , n},
n0h , n00h ∈ Vh0 with n0h 6= n00h , R, and R0 such that
A. [h, n0h , I] is the label of (v, v 0 ),
B. R is the LHS of `0h (rh0 , n0h ),
C. (rh0 , n00h ) ∈ Eh0 ,
D. R0 is the LHS of `0h (rh0 , n00h ), and
E. R0 ν matches with R̂ν where R̂ is obtained from R by replacing
each non-indexed variable x in R by xv0 ,
check that there exists a successor v 00 of v in Tis such that (v, v 00 ) is
labelled [h, n00h , I].
It is clear that the tests in (A4.2) can easily be performed given ν and Tis . In
[Chevalier et al. 2003], it was shown that the derivation problem, i.e., the problem
of deciding m ∈ d(I) given a ground term m and a finite set of ground terms I,
can be decided in polynomial time. Hence, (A4.1) can also be checked efficiently in
the size of the security property and Iν.
If the above checks are successful, we say that ν is valid for B. In this case,
SolveStrategy outputs yes.
In our example, the induced substitution for Ci is νi as Ci does not contain any
variables. It can easily be verified that with C0 = C2 and the induced substitution
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ν2 , the above checks are all successful. However, (A4.2.b) fails for C0 = C1 and
ν1 because in h4 the rule a ⇒ c1 could also be applied but it is not present in
0
Bex . In fact, Bex ν1 would not yield a solution of the instance (Pex , ((Cex , Cex
))).
This example illustrates that in SolveStrategy one cannot dispense with the last
step, namely checking the substitutions, and that one has to try the different pairs
(C0 , τ ) in the sound and complete solution set for CB .
7.

PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM

In this section, we prove Theorem 6.1. Obviously, SolveStrategy always terminates;
we only need to prove soundness and completeness. This is done in Section 7.2 and
7.3, respectively. We start with some additional notation that will be used in the
proof.
For all of this section, we fix a protocol P and a strategy property C as usual.
7.1

Further Terminology

Concrete Branching Structures and Naming Conventions. Let q ∈ GP . A q-tree
is a q-strategy tree where, however, only (T1) and (T2) need to be satisfied (see
Definition 4.1). A concrete path π for P is a q0 -tree where q0 is the initial state of
P and every vertex in π has at most one successor. A concrete branching structure
for P is defined analogously to symbolic branching structure only that now the
symbolic path is a concrete path π and the symbolic strategy trees Ti are concrete
strategy trees for every i ∈ {1, . . . , l}. Such a branching structure satisfies C if Ti
satisfies (Ci , Ci0 ) for every i ∈ {1, . . . , l}.
Remark 7.1. (P, C) ∈ Strategy iff there exists a concrete branching structure
for P which satisfies C.
Concrete branching structures for P will be denoted B = (π, T1 , . . . , Tl ) where
π = (V π , E π , rπ , `πV , `πE ) and Ti = (V i , E i , ri , `iV , `iE ) for every i ∈ {1, . . . , l}.
Let B be a concrete branching structure for P . Note that B can be viewed as a
q0 -tree (V, E, r, `V , `E ) where V = V π ∪V 1 ∪· · ·∪V l , E = E π ∪E 1 ∪· · ·∪E l , r = rπ ,
and `V and `E coincide with the labeling functions of the components of B on the
respective domains.
For a symbolic or concrete tree T , we write v ∈ T to express that v is a vertex
in T . Analogously, we write (v, v 0 ) ∈ T if (v, v 0 ) is an edge in T . Note that since
branching structures are viewed as trees we may also write v ∈ B if v ∈ V and
(v, v 0 ) ∈ B if (v, v 0 ) ∈ E. For v ∈ B let `V (v) = ((Πv1 , . . . , Πvn ), σ v , I v , S v ) and
Πvj = (Vjv , Ejv , rjv , `vj ).
As usual, for an edge (v, v 0 ) in B, we talk about the transition (in GP ) associated
with (v, v 0 ). When i is the principal associated with this transition, we call i the
principal associated with (v, v 0 ), respectively. Similarly, we speak of the principal
rule and the principal vertex associated with (v, v 0 ).
Our notation and naming conventions for symbolic branching structures will
be analogous; we will, however, always add an “s” as a superscript. That is, a
symbolic branching structure will be denoted by Bs = (π s , T1s , . . . , Tls ), we will
s,π
s,v
s,v
s,v s,v s,v
write π s = (V s,π , E s,π , rs,π , `s,π
V , `E ) and Πj = (Vj , Ej , rj , `j ).
s
Recall that for a symbolic branching structure B we denote the branching strucs
ture constructed from Bs in (A2) of SolveStrategy by B . We refer to the compo-
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nents of B by appropriate decorations of the components of Bs , i.e., `E , V j
so on.
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Substitutions of Symbolic States and Trees. Let q s = ((Π1 , . . . , Πn ), I, S, X ) be
a symbolic state reachable from the initial symbolic state of P . Recall from Section 6.1 that the variables in X are indexed with vertices, that is, they are of the
form xv . Consider the mapping δ : xv 7→ x which drops the respective index. Since
q s is reachable from the initial symbolic state of P , the function δ is one-to-one.
Let ν be a substitution of the variables in X . We denote by ν(q s ) the (concrete)
state obtained from q s by substituting the variables in q s according to ν. More
precisely, let X 0 be the image of δ. Then δ : X → X 0 is a bijection. We define ν(q s )
to be the tuple ν(q s ) = ((Π01 , . . . , Π0n ), ν 0 |X 0 , Iν, Sν) where Π0i is obtained from Πi
by dropping the indices of variables in X and ν 0 |X 0 is a substitution with domain
X 0 and ν 0 |X 0 (x) = ν(δ −1 (x)) for every x ∈ X 0 .
For a symbolic q s -tree T = (V, E, r, `V , `E ) and a substitution ν of the variables
used in T we denote by ν(T ) the instantiation obtained from T by substituting the
variables in T according to ν. More precisely, we define ν(T ) in such a way that
it has the form of a (concrete) ν(q s )-tree. For this, we need to adjust the format
of the labeling of edges and of course replace the symbolic states by concrete ones.
However, we note that ν(T ) is not necessarily a ν(q s )-tree in the sense defined
above since ν(q s ) may not be a state of GP and the transitions associated to the
edges of this tree may not be transitions of GP . Formally, ν(T ) is defined to be the
the tuple ν(T ) = (V, E, r, ν(`V ), ν(`E )) with ν(`V )(v) = ν(`V (v)) and

if `E (v, v 0 ) = [j, f ]
 [j]
0
ν(`E )(v, v ) = [j, ν(R), I] if `E (v, v 0 ) = [j, f, I] and `j (rj , f ) = [R ⇒ S]

[j, ν(R), sc] if `E (v, v 0 ) = [j, f, R, sc]
for every (v, v 0 ) ∈ E where rj denotes the root of the jth principal Πj in the
symbolic state `V (v) and `j denotes the labeling function of Πj . Note that ν(T ) is
in fact a concrete ν(q s )-tree.
Solutions of Symbolic Branching Structures. For a symbolic branching structure
Bs = (π s , T1s , . . . , Tls ) and a substitution ν, let ν(Bs ) = (ν(π s ), ν(T1s ), . . . , ν(Tls )).
We say that ν solves Bs (with respect to the strategy property C) if ν(Bs ) is a
concrete branching structure (which satisfies C).
A root path π 0 in B is a sequence π 0 = v1 , . . . , vn of vertices vi ∈ B such that
(vi , vi+1 ) ∈ B and v1 is the root of B (and hence, of π). If ρi = Ri ⇒ Si denotes the
principal rule associated with the edge (vi , vi+1 ) ∈ B, then ρ = ρπ0 = ρ1 , . . . , ρn−1
is called the pr-sequence associated with π 0 . Given a set I of messages we call a
ground substitution σ of the variables occurring in ρ, a solution of ρ w.r.t. I if
Ri σ ∈ d(I ∪ {Sj σ | j < i}) for every i. We call σ a solution of π 0 w.r.t. I if σ is a
solution of ρπ0 w.r.t. I.
7.2

Soundness of SolveStrategy

In this section, we show soundness of SolveStrategy. The main problem is that
when translating the symbolic branching structure that was guessed in (A1) of
SolveStrategy into a constraint system we model the communication via secure
channels by introducing what we call secure channel encoding terms. These en-
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coding terms are written into the knowledge of the intruder and the idea is that
the intruder delivers these terms instead of the secure channel terms that would
have been delivered by the secure channel in the model. The problem is that the
intruder might use these messages also in other contexts. We need to show that
one can eliminate these secure channel encoding messages from a solution of the
constructed constraint system.
We start with some lemmas on substitution, especially in the context of encryption.
7.2.1 Preliminaries. For terms t, t0 , t00 , we denote by t[t0 7→ t00 ] the term obtained from t by simultaneously replacing every occurrence of t0 by t00 . This definition is extended to sets of terms and substitutions in the obvious way. We write
E[t0 7→ t00 ] and σ[t0 7→ t00 ], respectively.
The following lemma can easily be shown by induction on the length of derivations
using the same techniques as for example in [Rusinowitch and Turuani 2003].
Lemma 7.2. Let E be a set of messages and m1 , m2 , m3 , m4 messages with m1 =
{m2 }sm3 . If m1 ∈ E and m3 ∈
/ d(E), then
d(E)[m1 7→ m4 ] ⊆ d(E[m1 7→ m4 ]) .

(3)

Terms can be viewed as finite vertex-labeled ordered trees where the vertices are
labeled with function symbols and the number of successors of a vertex is exactly
the arity of the function symbol the vertex is labelled with. By convention, if a
vertex is labeled by the encryption symbol {·}s· , then the right successor corresponds
to the key. Similarly, for the {·}a· and sig· (·) symbols. For a term t, we write v ∈ t
to say that v is a vertex of t and t↓v to denote the subterm of t rooted at vertex v
of t.
We say that a term t only occurs in the context of {t0 }st in the term t00 if for all
v ∈ t00 with t00 ↓v = t we have that t00 ↓v 0 = {t0 }st where v 0 is the predecessor of v in
t00 . For a set of terms E we say that t only occurs in the context of {t0 }st in E if t
only occurs in the context of {t0 }st in all terms t00 ∈ E. Let σ be a substitution. We
say that t only occurs in the context of {t0 }st in σ if t only occurs in the context of
{t0 }st in σ(x) for all x ∈ dom(σ).
Lemma 7.3. Let R be a term, m1 , m2 be messages, k ∈ A be an atom, and σ
be a ground substitution such that k ∈
/ Sub(R) and k only occurs in the context of
{m1 }sk in σ. Then
(Rσ)[{m1 }sk 7→ m2 ] = R(σ[{m1 }sk 7→ m2 ]) .

(4)

Proof. First observe that there does not exist a subterm t of R such that t is
not a variable and tσ = {m1 }sk . Otherwise, since k ∈
/ Sub(R), t would be of the
form {t0 }sx for some t0 and variable x, and hence, σ(x) = k in contradiction to the
assumption that k only occurs in the context of {m1 }sk in σ. From this the claim
of the lemma follows easily.
The following lemma can be proved by a simple induction.
Lemma 7.4. Let E be a set of messages and k, m be messages. If k only occurs
in the context of {m}sk in E, then k only occurs in the context of {m}sk in d(E).
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A vertex v of a term is a key node if it is a descendant of the right successor
(inclusive) of a vertex labeled with {·}s· , {·}a· , or sig· (·). A term t occurs only in a
key position in term t0 if every vertex v of t0 such that the term corresponding to
v is t is a key node. Otherwise, we say that t occurs in a non-key position in t0 .
For example, x only occurs in a key position in the term {ha, bi}shc,xi but not in the
term {hx, bi}sc .
From the above lemmas, we obtain:
Lemma 7.5. Let k1 , . . . , kn ∈ A be pairwise distinct atoms, let t1 , . . . , tn be
terms, and let I1 and I2 be sets of terms such that {k1 , . . . , kn } ∩ Sub(I1 ) = ∅,
I2 = {{t1 }sk1 , . . . , {tn }skn }, and {k1 , . . . , kn } ∩ Sub(ti ) = ∅ for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Let σ
be a ground substitution such that {k1 , . . . , kn } ∩ Sub(σ(x)) = ∅ for every variable
x. Then the following is true for every term R with {k1 , . . . , kn } ∩ Sub(R) = ∅.
(1 ) Rσ ∈ d(I1 σ ∪ I2 σ) implies Rσ ∈ d(I1 σ).
(2 ) For every i, {R}ski σ ∈ d(I1 σ ∪ I2 σ) implies Rσ = ti σ.
Proof. To show (1), we first observe that ki ∈
/ d(I1 σ ∪ I2 σ). Now, iteratively
applying Lemma 7.2 for every i with m1 = {ti }ski σ and some intruder atom m4
allows us to eliminate the messages in I2 σ. (2) easily follows with Lemma 7.4.
7.2.2 Proof of Soundness. Assume SolveStrategy outputs yes. We have to show
(P, C) ∈ Strategy.
Let Bs = (π s , T1s , . . . , Tls ) be the symbolic branching structure guessed in (A1)
of SolveStrategy. Let C = CBs be the corresponding constraint system constructed
in (A2) and let C0 be the simple constraint system returned by the constraint solver
in (A3) such that the complete solution ν associated with C0 passes the tests in
(A4) of SolveStrategy.
We would like to show that ν solves Bs with respect to C. Recall that this means
that ν(Bs ) is a concrete branching structure which satisfies C. The main problem
is that ν might contain secure channel keys (see Section 6.2.2). With these keys,
ν cannot solve Bs since they do not occur in Bs . We will therefore iteratively
eliminate these keys from ν. This will be done in such a way that before and after
s
every step the current substitution satisfies certain conditions with respect to B
s
and C (recall the definition of B and C from Section 6.2.2). At the end, we will
have a ground substitution µ for which we then show that it solves Bs with respect
to C.
For a given substitution σ, the conditions are:
s

(P1) For every root path π of B the substitution σ is a solution for π.
(P2) The substitution σ solves the strategy property constraints of C.
(P3) The substitution σ passes the tests in (A4).
We first prove:
Lemma 7.6. Let σ be a substitution satisfying (P1)–(P3) and let k ∈ Ksc be a
secure channel key and {t}sk be the corresponding encoding term.
Then k only occurs in the context of {tσ}sk in σ.
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Proof. Assume that there exists a variable z in the domain of σ such that k
does not only occur in the context of {tσ}sk in σ(z). Note that by construction,
z is of the form xv where v is a vertex in Bs and x is a variable in P . Let z be
s
minimal with this property. That is, there exists v ∈ B such that z ∈ Xv (the
s
set of used variables at vertex v) and for every proper ancestor v 0 ∈ B of v with
z ∈
/ Xv0 and every z 0 ∈ Xv0 it holds that k only occurs in the context of {tσ}sk
in σ(z 0 ). Let z and v be as above and let π 0 = v1 , . . . , vn with vn = v be a root
s
0
path in B and ρ = ρB
π 0 = ρ1 , . . . , ρn−1 be the pr-sequence associated with π where
s,vn−1
σ)
ρi = Ri ⇒ Si . Since σ satisfies condition (P1), we know that Rn σ ∈ d(I
s,vn−1
(recall the definition of I
from above). Clearly, k only occurs in the context
s,vn−1
s,vn−1
of {tσ}sk in I
. Also, V(I
) ⊆ Xvn−1 . And hence, k only occurs in the
s,vn−1
). Hence, k only occurs in the context of
context of {tσ}sk for every z 0 ∈ V(I
s,vn−1
s
{tσ}k in I
σ. Lemma 7.4 thus yields:
(*) k only occurs in the context of {tσ}sk in Rn σ.
However, we also have that z ∈ V(Rn ) and that k does not only occur in the
context of {tσ}sk in σ(z). From this it follows that there exists a subterm of Rn of
the form {t}sz for some term t and that σ(z) = k. By the feasibility condition on
principals we know that z ∈ d(I ∪ {R1 , . . . , Rn }) where I is the union of the initial
knowledge of the principals in P and we consider variables as constants. Because of
the minimality, we know that z only occurs in Rn and it follows that z must occur
in a non-key position in Rn . Hence, k also occurs in a non-key position in Rn σ, in
contradiction to (*).
Using Lemma 7.6, we obtain:
Lemma 7.7. Let σ be a substitution satisfying (P1)–(P3) and let k ∈ Ksc be a
secure channel key and {t}sk be the corresponding encoding term.
s
Let π 0 = v1 , . . . , vn be a root path of B and ρ = ρ1 , . . . , ρn−1 with ρi = Ri ⇒ Si
s,vi
the pr-sequence associated with π 0 . In addition, let Ivi = I
be as in the proof of
Lemma 7.6.
Then k only occurs in the context of {tσ}sk in Ivi σ and Ri σ for every i.
s

Proof. By the construction of B , we know that k only occurs in the context
of {tσ}sk in Ivi and Ri for every i. From this together with Lemma 7.6, the claim
follows immediately.
We can now state:
Proposition 7.8. Let σ be a substitution satisfying (P1)–(P3) and let k ∈ Ksc
be a secure channel key and {t}sk be the corresponding encoding term.
Let a ∈ AI be a new intruder atom and define σ 0 = σ[m 7→ a] where m = {tσ}sk .
Then σ 0 satisfies (P1)–(P3).
Proof. First note that due to Lemma 7.6 atom k does not occur in σ 0 anymore.
We have to show that σ 0 satisfies (P1)–(P3).
(P1) Let π 0 = v1 , . . . , vn , ρ, ρi , Ri , Si , and Ivi be given as in Lemma 7.7.
By assumption the substitution σ satisfies (P1), and hence, σ solves π 0 . That is,
Ri σ ∈ d(Ivi−1 σ) for every i. We want to show that Ri σ 0 ∈ d(Ivi−1 σ 0 ) for every i.
We proceed with a case distinction.
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If k does not occur in Ri σ and Ivi−1 σ, then Ri σ = Ri σ 0 and Ivi−1 σ = Ivi−1 σ 0 ,
and hence, Ri σ 0 ∈ d(Ivi−1 σ 0 ).
s
Otherwise, by construction of B , we have that {t}sk ∈ Ivi−1 , and hence, m ∈
Ivi−1 σ. By Lemma 7.7, we know:
(*) k only occurs in the context of {tσ}sk in Ivi σ and Ri σ.
s

Now, if k ∈ Sub(Ri ), then by construction of B , we know that Ri is of the
form {t0 }sk for some term t0 . It follows that Ri σ = m. Obviously, we have that
m = {t}sk σ = {t}sk σ 0 . Thus, m ∈ Ivi−1 σ 0 , and therefore, Ri σ 0 ∈ d(Ivi−1 σ 0 ).
If k ∈
/ Sub(Ri ), we can apply Lemma 7.3 and obtain that (Ri σ)[m 7→ a] = Ri σ 0 .
Moreover, using Lemma 7.4 and (*), we know that k ∈
/ d(Ivi−1 σ). Now, we can
apply Lemma 7.2 and obtain that Ri σ 0 = (Ri σ)[m 7→ a] ∈ d((Ivi−1 σ)[m 7→ a]).
For S ∈ Ivi−1 such that k ∈
/ S, Lemma 7.3 implies Sσ 0 = (Sσ)[m 7→ a]. By
s
construction of B , if k ∈ Sub(S), then S = {t}sk , and hence, Sσ = m. Since a ∈
AI ⊆ d(Ivi−1 σ 0 ), we obtain that d((Ivi−1 σ)[m 7→ a]) ⊆ d(Ivi−1 σ 0 ). Consequently,
Ri σ 0 ∈ d(Ivi−1 σ 0 ).
(P2) We need to show that for every c ∈ Ci and root path π 0 = v1 , . . . , vn where
s,vn 0
σ ). We know that σ solves C, and
vn is a leaf in Tis , we have that c ∈ d(I
s,vn
hence, c ∈ d(I
σ). From this, using the same arguments as above, we obtain
s,vn 0
that c ∈ d(I
σ ).
(P3) We have to show that σ 0 also passes (A4.1), (A4.2.b), and (A4.2.b), and we
know that σ passes them. First, we show that σ 0 passes (A4.1). We know:
(**) Ci0 ∩ d(I

s,v

σ) = ∅ for every leaf v of Tis and every i.
s,v

If there exists c ∈ Ci0 ∩ d(I σ 0 ), then it is easy to see that, since a is a new intruder
v,s
atom, from (I σ 0 )[a 7→ {t}sk σ] we can still derive c. Together with the fact that
s,v 0
s,v
(I σ )[a 7→ {t}sk σ] = I σ, this is a contradiction to (**).
To see that σ 0 passes (A4.2.a) and (A4.2.b), it suffices to observe that if condition
C. and conditions C.–E. in (A4.2.a) and (A4.2.b), respectively, are satisfied for σ 0 ,
then also for σ. Here we again use that a is a new intruder atom and that we can
replace a again by {t}sk σ.
We can now phrase what we were aiming for:
Proposition 7.9. Let µ be the substitution obtained from ν by repeatedly applying the transformation described in Proposition 7.8 (from σ to σ 0 ) until no secure
channel encoding terms are left.
Then µ(Bs ) is a concrete branching structure for P which satisfies C.
Note that since ν was returned by SolveStrategy, and hence, solves C and passes
the tests in (A4), ν satisfies (P1)–(P3) and Proposition 7.8 can be applied repeatedly.
Note that by Remark 7.1 this proposition implies soundness of SolveStrategy.
Proof. We first show that every edge in µ(Bs ) corresponds to a transition in
GP by induction on the length of root paths π 0 = v1 , . . . , vh in Bs . That is, we
show by induction on h:
(i) µ(`sV )(v1 ) is the initial state of P ,
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(ii) µ(`sV )(vi ) ∈ GP for i ∈ {1, . . . , h}, and
µ(`s )(vi ,vi+1 )

(iii) µ(`sV )(vi ) −−−E−−−−−−→ µ(`sV )(vi+1 ) ∈ GP for i ∈ {1, . . . , h − 1}.
For h = 1, we only need to show that µ(`sV )(v1 ) is the initial state of P , which
is obvious. For the induction step assume that we are given a root path π 0 =
s
v1 , . . . , vh+1 in Bs (and thus, in B ). Let ρs = ρs1 , . . . , ρsh with ρsi = Ris ⇒ Sis be the
s
s
pr-sequence associated with π 0 in Bs and let ρs = ρs1 , . . . , ρsh with ρsi = Ri ⇒ S i be
s
0
s,vi
the pr-sequence associated with π in B . Moreover, let µ(I ) be the knowledge
s
of the intruder at vi in µ(Bs ). Note that µ(I s,vi ) ⊆ I0 ∪ {S1s µ, . . . , Si−1
µ} where I0
is the initial intruder knowledge in P . This inclusion could be strict since some of
the Sjs may be secure channel terms, and hence, are not written into the intruder’s
s,vi
s
s
knowledge. Let µ(I ) = I0 ∪ {S 1 µ, . . . , S i−1 µ} be the intruder’s knowledge at vi
s
s
w.r.t. B . Recall that for B all messages are written into the intruder’s knowledge.
We next show that the statements (i), (ii), and (iii) from above hold for π 0 .
Obviously, statement (i) still holds. By the induction hypothesis, we know that
µ(`s )(vi ,vi+1 )

µ(`sV )(vi ) ∈ GP for i ∈ {1, . . . , h} and µ(`sV )(vi ) −−−E−−−−−−→ µ(`sV )(vi+1 ) ∈ GP
for every i ∈ {1, . . . , h − 1}. We have to show that µ(`sV )(vh+1 ) ∈ GP and
µ(`s )(vh ,vh+1 )

µ(`sV )(vh ) −−−E−−−−−−−→ µ(`sV )(vh+1 ) ∈ GP . We distinguish between the different types of the symbolic transitions. For symbolic ε-transitions this is obvious.
For symbolic intruder transitions, the main point to show is that we have Rhs µ ∈
d(µ(I s,vh )). First assume that Rhs is not a secure channel term. It follows that Rhs =
s
s
s,vh
Rh . Since µ satisfies condition (P1) from above, we know that Rh µ ∈ d(µ(I
)).
s,v
h
We know that µ(I s,vh ) ⊆ µ(I
) and that the only difference between µ(I s,vh ) and
s,vh
) is that the latter set may contain secure channel encoding messages. Since
µ(I
µ, Rhs , and the terms in I s,vh do not contain secure channel keys, we immediately
obtain Rhs µ ∈ d(µ(I s,vh )) by Lemma 7.5. The argument in case Rhs is a secure
channel term is similar.
For symbolic secure channel transitions, assume that `sE (vh , vh+1 ) is of the form
[j, f, sc(n, n0 , R0 ), sc]. We have to show that µ(sc(n, n0 , R0 )) ∈ µ(S s,vh ) and µ(Rvsh ) =
µ(sc(n, n0 , R0 )) where S s,vh denotes the secure channel in the symbolic state `sV (vh ).
By definition of symbolic secure channel transitions, we know that sc(n, n0 , R0 ) ∈
S s,vh , and thus, µ(sc(n, n0 , R0 )) ∈ µ(S s,vh ). If Rvsh is of the form sc(n, n0 , R), then,
s
s
by construction of B , Rh is of the form {R}sk for some secure channel key k such
s,v
s,vh
h
that {R0 }sk ∈ I
and k does not occur in any other term in I
. We know that
s
s,vh
0
Rh µ ∈ d(I
µ). Since k does not occur in µ nor in R and R , with Lemma 7.5 we
obtain that Rµ = R0 µ, and thus, µ(Rhs ) = µ(sc(n, n0 , R0 )). Thus, we have shown
that the edges in µ(Bs ) correspond to transitions in GP .
The last step is to show that µ(Tjs ) is a strategy tree for (Cj , Cj0 ). Properties (T1)
and (T2) of Definition 4.1 are satisfied as we have just shown. (T3) follows directly
from (S3). (T4) and (T5) follow directly from the fact that µ passes (A4.2.a) and
(A4.2.b).
7.3

Completeness of SolveStrategy

In this section, we show completeness of SolveStrategy. To this end, let (P, C) be an
instance of Strategy and assume (P, C) ∈ Strategy. We have to show that there
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is a run of SolveStrategy in which yes is returned. From Remark 7.1, we conclude
that there exists a branching structure B for P that satisfies C.
Our proof proceeds in three steps:
(C1) We turn B into a symbolic branching structure Bs together with a substitution τ such that τ (Bs ) = B.
Note that SolveStrategy can guess Bs in step (A1).
(C2) We consider the constraint system C that is constructed in (A2), provided
Bs was guessed in (A1), and show that τ is a solution of C.
It follows that τ is also a solution of a simple constraint system, say C0 , in the
sound and complete solution set of C. Thus, there is a run of the constraint
solver which outputs C0 .
(C3) We show that the substitution τC0 associated with C0 passes the tests performed in the third step of SolveStrategy.
This means SolveStrategy outputs yes
The technical problem we have to overcome is that the above steps can only be
carried out if B is what we call a minimal branching structure. So we also need to
show that this is the case without loss of generality.
Roughly speaking, minimal branching structures satisfy two properties: First,
they should not contain superfluous transitions. Second, the secure channel transitions are in some sense complete. We now define these structures formally.
7.3.1 Preliminaries. To define minimal branching structures, we first need to
introduce sc-functions and sc-completeness. To motivate these notions, we sketch
the first step of our completeness proof, (C1).
The symbolic branching structure Bs and the substitution τ are constructed
in an inductive manner starting from the root of B. Given a vertex v such that
the symbolic state associated with v is already defined and the substitution τ is
already defined for the variables in Xv (the set of variables used in vertex v), we
will define for each vertex v 0 ∈ B with (v, v 0 ) ∈ B the symbolic transition label
of the edge (v, v 0 ) and the symbolic state associated with v 0 in Bs together with
the substitution of the variables used in v 0 . In order to define the symbolic secure
channel components of the state associated with vertex v ∈ Bs we will define what
we call valid sc-functions.
Informally speaking, a valid sc-function for a concrete branching structure B
associates with each vertex v ∈ B a sequence of secure channel terms which corresponds to a possible symbolic secure channel state in v ∈ Bs . More precisely,
a valid sc-function `sc associates with the root r of B the empty sequence. This
corresponds to the empty secure channel in the symbolic state associated with r in
Bs . Whenever a secure channel message m is written into the secure channel by
a transition from vertex v to v 0 in B, then the sequence of secure channel terms
associated with v 0 is that of v extended by the right-hand side of the principal rule
associated with the edge (v, v 0 ). Whenever a secure channel message m0 is read
from the secure channel, a particular secure channel term which matches with m0
is removed from the sequence `sc (v) of secure channel terms associated with v.
We now turn to the formal definition of the notions explained above. Formally,
we call a sequence s = (S1 , . . . , Sk ) of sc-terms an sc-sequence. For a term S, a
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substitution σ of variables such that V(Si ) ⊆ dom(σ) for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and
a message m, we say that the sc-sequence s0 is an (S, m, σ)-successor of s if

if Si σ = m and Sj 6= Si for all j < i and

 (S1 , . . . , Si−1 , Si+1 , . . . , Sk )

S is not an sc-term,
0
s =
(S
,
.
.
.
,
S
,
S
,
.
.
.
,
S
,
S)
if
Si σ = m and Sj 6= Si for all j < i and

1
i−1
i+1
k


S is an sc-term.
We call the term Si the term removed from s.
A function `sc which maps every vertex v ∈ B to an sc-sequence is called an
sc-function. Such a function is valid if for every v ∈ B the following conditions are
satisfied:
(F1) S v = σ v ({S1 , . . . , Sk }) with `sc (v) = (S1 , . . . , Sk ). (Note that {S1 , . . . , Sk }
should be treated as a multiset.)
(F2) If v 0 is a successor of v in B and `E (v, v 0 ) is of the form [i] or [i, m, I] (i.e.,
the transition associated with (v, v 0 ) is an ε- or intruder transition), then

`sc (v)
if S is not an sc-term
0
`sc (v ) =
(S1 , . . . , Sk , S) otherwise
where S is the right-hand side of the principal rule associated with (v, v 0 ).
(F3) If v 0 is a successor of v in B and `E (v, v 0 ) is of the form [i, m, sc] (i.e., the
transition associated with (v, v 0 ) is a secure channel transition), then `sc (v 0 ) is
a (S, m, σ v )-successor of `sc (v) where S is the right-hand side of the principal
rule associated with (v, v 0 ).
In (F3), if S 0 is the term removed from `sc (v), we call S 0 the sc-term removed in
(v, v 0 ). For ε- and intruder transitions, there is no removed sc-term.
As mentioned above, minimal branching structures will be defined in such a way
that they satisfy two properties: i) there are no superfluous transitions and ii)
the secure channel transitions are in some sense complete. To motivate the latter
condition, we need to sketch (C3): We show that τC0 passes the tests performed
in (A4), in particular, (A4.2.a), which says that all secure channel messages in the
secure channel which could be read by applying a principal rule are in fact read
by applying this rule. For this condition to be satisfied by τC0 , we have to impose
some specific structure on the branching structure B.
Suppose, for example, that the symbolic secure channel S s,v associated with v ∈
s
B contains terms sc(n, n0 , x) and sc(n, n0 , y) and τ (x) = τ (y) where Bs and τ are
the symbolic branching structure and substitution constructed from B, respectively.
Furthermore, assume that there is a principal rule of the form sc(n, n0 , z) ⇒ S
applicable at v in B, then, by definition of strategy trees (Definition 4.1, 4.) there
has to be a secure channel transition with sc(n, n0 , z) ⇒ S being the associated
principal rule of this transition where the message τ (sc(n, n0 , x)) = τ (sc(n, n0 , y))
is read from the secure channel. In the corresponding symbolic secure channel
transition one of the two terms sc(n, n0 , x) and sc(n, n0 , y) is removed from the
symbolic secure channel. The substitution τC0 does not have to fulfill the condition
τC0 (x) = τC0 (y) anymore. So the messages τC0 (sc(n, n0 , x)) and τC0 (sc(n, n0 , y)) are
not necessarily the same. Still, both could be read when applying sc(n, n0 , z) ⇒ S,
and hence, in the concrete branching structure induced by Bs and τC0 there must
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be secure channel transitions for both messages. Therefore, we want to make sure
that these transitions already occur in B. This is captured by the notion of sccompleteness defined next.
Recall the definition of V j from the beginning of Section 7. We call B sc-complete
if there is a valid sc-function `sc for B and for all j, v ∈ V j , and successors v 0 of v
in B such that
—the label of the transition associated with (v, v 0 ) is [i, m, sc] for some i and m ∈ S v ,
—the principal vertex associated with (v, v 0 ) is f for some vertex f in Πvi , and
—the right-hand side of the principal rule associated with (v, v 0 ) is S for some term
S,
the following conditions are satisfied: For every (S, m, σ v )-successor s of `sc (v), there
is a successor v 00 of v such that `sc (v 00 ) = s, the label of the transition associated
with (v, v 00 ) is [i, m, sc], and the principal vertex associated with (v, v 00 ) is f .
We can now define minimal concrete branching structures.
Definition 7.10. A branching structure B for P is called minimal if it satisfies
the following conditions:
(M1) B is sc-complete.
(M2) For all i ∈ {1, . . . , l} and (v, v 0 ), (v, v 00 ) ∈ E i where v 0 6= v 00 and the transitions
associated with (v, v 0 ) and (v, v 00 ) are ε-transitions:
—The principal associated with (v, v 0 ) differs from the principal associated with
(v, v 00 ), or
—the principal vertex associated with (v, v 0 ) differs from the principal vertex
associated with (v, v 00 ).
(M3) For all i ∈ {1, . . . , l} and (v, v 0 ), (v, v 00 ) ∈ E i where v 0 6= v 00 where the transitions associated with (v, v 0 ) and (v, v 00 ) are secure channel transitions:
—The principal associated with (v, v 0 ) differs from the principal associated with
(v, v 00 ), or
—the principal vertex associated with (v, v 0 ) differs from the principal vertex
associated with (v, v 00 ), or
—the sc-term removed in (v, v 0 ) differs from the sc-term removed in (v, v 00 ).
(M4) For all i ∈ {1, . . . , l} and (v, v 0 ), (v, v 00 ) ∈ E i : If `V (v, v 0 ) = [j, m, I] for some
j and m, then `V (v, v 00 ) = [j, m, I].
(M2) – (M4) say that there are no superfluous transitions in the strategy trees of
a minimal branching structure. These conditions correspond to the conditions (S2)
– (S4) for symbolic strategy trees. (M1) is the completeness condition explained
above.
The following lemma is easy to show, simply by cutting down a given branching
structure appropriately.
Lemma 7.11. If there exists a branching structure for P which satisfies C, then
there exists a minimal branching structure with this property.
7.3.2 Proof of Completeness. We can now carry out (C1), (C2), and (C3), assuming that the given branching structure B is minimal.
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Step (C1). Our goal is to construct a symbolic branching structure Bs for P and
a substitution τ such that τ (Bs ) = B. In particular, we define Bs in such a way
that the set of vertices and edges of Bs coincides with the set of vertices and edges
in B, respectively. More precisely, define
—V s,π = V π and V s,i = V i for every i, and
—E s,π = E π and E s,i = E i for every i, and
—rs,π = rπ and rs,i = ri for every i.
It remains to define the labeling functions `sV and `sE of Bs and the sets of used
variables associated with each vertex v ∈ V . For the root r of π s we set `sV (r) = q0s
where q0s is the symbolic initial state of the protocol P . We define the set Xr of
used variables to be empty.
Assume that for v ∈ V the set of used variables Xv and the symbolic state `sV (v)
associated with v are already defined. Let v 0 ∈ V with (v, v 0 ) ∈ E. We need to
define `sE (v, v 0 ) and `s (v 0 ).
`E (v,v 0 )

We define the first component of `E (v, v 0 ) to be j. We know that `V (v) −−−−−→
`V (v 0 ) ∈ GP . Let f be the principal vertex associated with this transition. Let
X 0 = V(R) \ dom(σ v ) where `vj (rjv , f ) = R ⇒ S is the principal rule associated with
0
b s,v ↓ f
(v, v 0 ) in B. (Note that X 0 is the set of new variables in R). Define Πs,v
=Π
j
j
b s,v is Πs,v with variables x ∈ X 0 renamed by xv0 .
where Π
j
j
The set Xv0 of used variables in v 0 is set to be Xv0 = Xv ∪ {xv0 | x ∈ X 0 }.
In the following, we denote by R̂ and Ŝ the terms R and S where the variables
occurring in R and S, respectively, are renamed by there corresponding indexed
version from Xv0 .
0
0
To define the intruder knowledge I s,v , the secure channel component S s,v of
s
0
s
0
`V (v ) and the edge label `E (v, v ), we distinguish between the different types of
transition labels `E (v, v 0 ).
—`E (v, v 0 ) = [j] (ε-transition): We set
(a) `sE (v, v 0 ) = [j, f ];
0
0
(b) I s,v = I s,v ∪ {Ŝ} if Ŝ is not a secure channel term and I s,v = I s,v ∪ {R0 }
if Ŝ is a secure channel term of the form Ŝ = sc(·, ·, R0 ); and
0
0
(c) S s,v = S s,v if Ŝ is not a secure channel term and S s,v = S s,v ∪ {Ŝ} if Ŝ is
a secure channel term.
—`E (v, v 0 ) = [j, m, I] (intruder transition): We define `sE (v, v 0 ) = [j, f, I] and the
rest as in (b) and (c) above.
—`E (v, v 0 ) = [j, m, sc] (secure channel transition): We define `sE (v, v 0 ) = [j, f, S 0 , sc]
where `sc (v 0 ) is a (Ŝ, m, σ v )-successor of `sc (v) and S 0 is the term removed from
0
`sc (v). The intruder knowledge I s,v is updated as in (b) above. The secure
s,v 0
= S s,v \ {S 0 } if Ŝ is not a secure channel
channel component is updated to S
s,v 0
s,v
0
term and S
= S \ {S } ∪ {Ŝ} if Ŝ is a secure channel term.
Using the fact that B is a minimal (concrete) branching structure, it is easy to
verify that Bs is a symbolic branching structure.
S
We now define the substitution τ . The domain of τ is the set X = v∈V Xv , i.e.,
the set of used variables in Bs . For a variable xv ∈ X we set τ (xv ) = σ v (x). By
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induction on h, it is easy to see that for each root path v1 , . . . , vh in Bs we have
that τ (`sV (vi )) = `V (vi ) and τ (`sE (vi , vi+1 )) = `E (vi , vi+1 ) for every i. From this, it
immediately follows that τ (Bs ) = B.
Step (C2). We have to show that τ is a solution of the constraint system C
s
constructed from B . There are two types of constraints in C: First, constraints
that were introduced for an edge (v, v 0 ) ∈ E, the intruder constraints, and second,
the strategy constraints.
Let R : T be an intruder constraint of C that was introduced for the edge (v, v 0 ) ∈
E. We have to show that τ (R) ∈ d(τ (T )). There are three different cases that we
have to distinguish: (a) `E (v, v 0 ) = [j, m, I] and m is not a secure channel message,
(b) `E (v, v 0 ) = [j, m, I] and m is a secure channel message, and (c) `E (v, v 0 ) =
[j, m, sc].
0
Case (a). We know that τ (R) = σ v (R) = m ∈ d(I v ) because R is the left-hand
side of the principal rule associated with the edge (v, v 0 ) in B. By construction of
s
s,v
s,v
B , we have that I v ⊆ τ (I ) = τ (T ) where I
is the intruder’s knowledge at
s
vertex v in B . Thus, it follows that m ∈ d(τ (T )).
Case (b). We know that m is of the form m = sc(n, n0 , m0 ) with m0 = τ (R).
We have that m ∈ d(I v ). Since, by construction, I v does not contain secure
channel terms, it follows that n ∈ I v and m0 ∈ d(I v ). As in (a) we know that
s,v
I v ⊆ τ (I ) = τ (T ). Thus, m0 ∈ d(τ (T )).
Case (c). The term R is a term of the form {R0 }skw0 where kw0 is the sc-key
introduced in the transition associated with an edge (w, w0 ) ∈ E where w is a
predecessor of v. So the left-hand side of the principal rule associated with (v, v 0 ) in
Bs has the form sc(n, n0 , R0 ) and the right-hand side of the principal rule associated
with (w, w0 ) in Bs has the form sc(n, n0 , R00 ). We know that τ (sc(n, n0 , R0 )) = m =
τ (sc(n, n0 , R00 )). Hence, τ ({R0 }skw0 ) = τ ({R00 }skw0 ). Since {R00 }skv00 ∈ T , it follows
that τ ({R0 }skw0 ) ∈ d(τ (T )).
s,v

Since a strategy constraint is of the form a : I for a leaf v ∈ Ti and a ∈ Ci for
some i and τ (Tis ) = Ti fulfills (Ci , Ci0 ) we know that τ fulfills this constraint.
Step (C3). We will first show that τ passes the tests that in (A4) of SolveStrategy
and from this it will follow that τC0 passes these tests.
Test (A4.1). Let v be a leaf of some Ti . We know that Ci0 ∩ d(I v ) = ∅ and
that τ (`sV (v)) = `V (v). Consequently, τ passes the first check because Ti satisfies
(Ci , Ci0 ).
Test (A4.2). For every i and vertex v ∈ V i , we have to show that the following
conditions are satisfied.
Test (A4.2.a). For m ∈ S s,v τ , h, f , R such that
A. (rhs,v , f ) ∈ Ehs,v ,
s,v
B. R is the LHS of `s,v
h (rh , f ), and
C. Rτ matches with m
there is an edge (v, v 0 ) ∈ E such that the label τ (`sE (v, v 0 )) = [h, m, sc] and `sE (v, v 0 )
has the form [h, f, ·, sc].
Test (A.4.2.b). If there exists an edge (v, v 0 ) ∈ E and f 0 6= f such that
A. the transition corresponding to the edge (v, v 0 ) is labeled with [h, f, I],
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s,v
B. R is the LHS of `s,v
, f ),
h (r
s,v
s,v
0
C. (rh , f ) ∈ Eh ,
s,v
0
D. R0 is the LHS of `s,v
h (rh , f ), and

E. R0 τ matches with R̂τ where R̂ is obtained from R by replacing every nonindexed variable x in R by xv0 ,
then there exists v 00 such that (v, v 00 ) ∈ E and the label of (v, v 00 ) in Bs is [h, f 0 , I].
Let v ∈ V i for some i. To show (A4.2.a), let m ∈ S s,v τ , h, and f satisfy A.–C.
as above. We know that τ (Tis ) = Ti for all i. Since Ti is a strategy tree, there is
an edge (v, v 0 ) ∈ E such that the label is τ (`sE (v, v 0 )) = `E (v, v 0 ) = [h, m, sc]. This
is sufficient.
To show (A4.2.b), let (v, v 0 ) ∈ E and h, f, f 0 , R, and R0 satisfy A.– C. as above.
We know that τ (Tis ) = Ti for all i. Since Ti is a strategy tree, there is a vertex v 00
such that the label of (v, v 00 ) is [h, m, I] and the principal vertex associated with
(v, v 0 ) in B is f . By construction of Bs , we have that the label of (v, v 00 ) is [h, f 0 , I]
as desired.
So τ passes the tests in (A4) of SolveStrategy. Now we show that τC0 passes these
tests as well.
Test (A4.1). Let v be a leaf of some Tis and suppose that there is an atom
a ∈ Ci0 such that a ∈ d(I s,v τC0 ). Then it is easy to see that a ∈ d(I s,v τ ), which is
a contradiction to (C1).
Test (A4.2.a). Let m ∈ S s,v τC0 , h, f such that
A. (rhs,v , f ) ∈ Ehs,v ,
s,v
B. R is the LHS of `s,v
h (rh , f ), and
C. RτC0 matches with m.
Let R0 ∈ S s,v such that m = R0 τC0 . Since RτC0 matches with R0 τC0 , it is easy to see
that R0 τ matches with Rτ (since τ is obtained from τC0 by replacing intruder atoms
0
by messages). By definition of `sc , there is a successor v 0 of v such that rhv = f
0
v
0
and `sc (v ) is a valid (S, m, σ )-successor of `sc (v) with the term R removed. So
by construction of Bs , the label `sE (v, v 0 ) is `sE (v, v 0 ) = [h, f, R0 , sc], and thus,
τC0 (`sE (v, v 0 )) = [h, m, sc] as desired.
Test (A4.2.b). Let (v, v 0 ) ∈ E, h, f, R, f 0 and R0 satisfy A.–C. as above. We have
to show that there is a successor v 00 of v in B such that the label of (v, v 00 ) in Bs
is [h, f 0 , I]. Since we know that R0 τC0 matches with R̂τC0 , as above we obtain that
R0 τ matches with R̂τ . Since τ passes the test (A4.2.b), there exists a vertex v 00
such that (v, v 00 ) ∈ E and the label of (v, v 00 ) in Bs is [h, f 0 , I].
This completes the proof of completeness of SolveStrategy.
8.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have shown that certain game-theoretic security properties, such
as balance, of contract-signing and related protocols are decidable when there is no
bound on the message size for a Dolev-Yao intruder and when there are only a finite
number of sessions. This extends known results on the decidability of reachability
problems for cryptographic protocols in a natural way. Also, our decision algorithm uses standard constraint solving procedures as a black-box. This opens the
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way for extending existing constraint-based implementations and tools, which have
successfully been employed for reachability properties, to deal with game-theoretic
security properties.
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